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LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
by ENZO MACAGNO
INTRODUCTION
Leonardo's Studies,..qLFIqw and Transport Phenomena
Over a period of about forty years, Leonardo da Vinci, studied many flow and transport 
phenomena using a methodology in which analogy, paradox, experiments, trial and error, and 
observation played a central role. He was more original in these fluid-mechanical studies than in any 
other field of endeavor, as I have already explained in recent publications (Macagno 1985a,b, 1987a, 
1987c, 1988c ). Perhaps,
the defense of such a thesis will become unnecessary after a total synthesis of Leonardian fluid 
mechanics is achieved. However, as I have said already in the introductory notes to my recent work on 
the Ms H (1988c), Leonardian fluid mechanics has only been studied fragmentarily and sporadically in 
the past, without ever making an attempt at encompassing all of the extant notes and drawings 
concerning flow and transport phenomena of water, air, fire and granular material. I do not forget the 
excellent publications of F. Arredi and R. Giacomelli on Leonardian hydrostatics and aeronautics, but 
they only show that constructive critical work like theirs is rare in the long history of writings about the 
work of Leonardo (Arredi 1942-43, Giacomelli 1936). A synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow from 
the original documents remains to be arrived at, and it will require, no doubt, a monumental work if one 
takes into account the nature of the numerous documents, none of which contains a systematic 
compilation on flow phenomena.
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A synoptical preview of the great variety of topics covered by Leonardo in his studies of flow 
science is possible by examining this monograph, as well as those already published concerning the 
Codices Atlanticus, Arundel, Hammer, Forster and the Ms H France (Macagno 1986b, 1987d, 1988 
a,b,c.).More will be available in the near future as outputs of my ongoing project concerning the French 
Manuscripts. But not only the work itself is of great interest, one must consider also the methodology of 
Leonardo which is still more difficult to trace; on this aspect, I have already written some contributions 
(Macagno 1982, 1985b, 1988d). In fact, one can wonder what is more interesting: the observation 
and analysis of so many different phenomena, or the innovative way in which they were studied by 
Leonardo.
The Manuscript C
At the Institut de France, in Paris, several notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci are kept since 1797, 
when they were taken from the Biblioteca Ambrosiana of Milan, Italy, by orders of Napoleon. The Ms C 
is one of such notebooks. I have based my work on direct reading of Leonardo's notes and drawings; I 
do not trust any transcription or translation although I consult them to verify my work. I must say that, 
in my opinion, both Ravaisson-Mollien (1888)and Marinoni (1986) have done a very serious work, and 
that, in many cases of doubt or difficulty in reading, I have trusted the versions of one of them. In fact, I 
have found few discrepancies, which I am sure do not affect the identification and interpretation of the 
passages of interest in my study of Leonardian fluid mechanics. In what concerns Leonardo's sketches, I 
have relied exclusively in my own knowledge and experience in fluid mechanics, because I do not know 
of any serious analysis of such drawings done before.
Others have studied the history of the codices and manuscripts of Leonardo da Vinci, and I do 
not need to summarize their findings, on the Ms C, here. The interested reader is referred to the 
excellent analysis by A. Marinoni in his transcription of the Ms C (Marinoni 1986). Suffice here to say 
that this manuscript contains only 28 folios, but its format is much larger than the Ms H which I have 
already studied (Macagno 1988c). Leonardo wrote a note saying that this notebook was began on April 
23, 1490. Excellent work on the chronology of Leonardo's notebooks has been done, but I believe that
iv
a revision will be warranted on the base that the chronological suggestions emerging from the study of 
Leonardian fluid mechanics seem to indicate longer periods than those usually assumed for each 
document. The Ms C contains material on mechanics, hydraulics, acoustics, optics, and other 
miscellaneous topics. I have found notes and drawings of interest for my work in 21 pages of the 56 
of this manuscript; they .cover a wide range of topics at different levels of cognitive development. Most 
of the other notes in Ms C are on questions of optics and it would very good if they would be studied 
by physicists in a modem methodological way. The Way in which I have dealt with the material on 
fluids and their flow is described in the following sections of this introduction.
vMETHODOLOGY USED IN THIS STUDY
General C onsiderations
The most important asset of the approach I have used in this study stems from half a century of 
theoretical and experimental work on flow and transport phenomena, and also from more than forty 
years of teaching mechanics, hydraulics and fluid mechanics observing, at the same time, the primitive 
notions of the students, and of some colleagues also. Such observations have been very useful in trying 
to understand Leonardo's approach to fluid mechanics, especially in those aspects in which one can see 
his efforts in trying to correct inherited or existing views conflicting with experimental or observational 
evidence. It is very remarkable the way in which misconceptions, which seem to have a long history, 
survive in spite of the educational efforts of teachers of fluid mechanics.. Perhaps, teachers of science 
are still imbued with some of the very old erroneous notions about fluids, their properties and their flow 
phenomena or perhaps they have very deep roots in common knowledge.
Extremely useful, also, has been the laboratory methodology I have developed first at the Iowa 
Institute of Hydraulic Research and later at the Institut fur Hydromechanik Università Karlsruhe. Such 
methodology consists in reproducing in the laboratory many of Leonardo's experiments and 
experimental situations. This methodology , so useful in gaining insight in an objective way into the 
work of Leonardo, has been described in several publications where important results of its application 
have been reported ( see, e .g ., Macagno 1982).
In what concerns the direct work with the manuscripts, I have already stated that I have trusted 
only the original form of the drawings and writings. I would like to refer the reader to my introduction to 
the study of the Ms H for details which I do not believe necessary to repeat here (Macagno 1988c). The 
way in which I have conducted the survey of the Ms C, and the organization of this volume are presented 
in the two following sections.
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Survey of the Ms C
This volume contains the results of my initial study of the notes and drawings on flow and 
transport phenomena in the Ms C. It is basically, but not only, a survey, an exploration of the contents 
of interest in this manuscript; I have endeavored to identify, extract, and tabulate all the passages, 
written or pictographic, on fluid mechanics or hydraulics. I have included also all passages which are in 
some way related to those disciplines, especially the notes and drawings on the mechanics of rigid and 
deformable bodies. I must explain that, in my comments for each page , I have gone much beyond the 
simple detection of material of interest. Such comments are critical most of the time, not excluding self- 
criticism. They also tend to stimulate, through suggestions and hints, the study by others, particularly 
those who are deeply interested in the science of flow and transport phenomena and its historical 
development..
The methodology used in the survey is basically the one I have developed since I started 
examining the notebooks of Leonardo more than two decades ago. The multi-channel tabulation of the 
findings in my surveys has been used with great advantage (see examples in Macagno 1986b, 1987b, 
1988a). The basic aspects of this procedure have been described in great detail in a special contribution 
(Macagno 1987c), and I considered that it should be enough to give here only a couple of examples of 
the construction of profiles, once a topical block has been identified ( see Table I at the end of this 
Introduction which is self-explanatory). Once a multi-channel tabulation of a document has been 
accomplished and stored in a computer system, it is easy to extract from it specific summaries. For 
analogies, I have thought that one such summary should be included in this monograph to supplement 
my discussion on analogies. (See Table II). I have also prepared a summary of experiments and 
experimental situations in the Ms C ( Table III); only experiments of direct or indirect interest in 
connection with fluid mechanics and transport phenomena were included.
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In this monograph the reader will find the double page arrangement already used in Monograph 
104 on the Ms H. Each pair of pages is numbered with the same Arabic numeral. The page on the left- 
hand side contains texts from the Ms C in Leonardian Italian, my version in English of such passages, 
and my critical comments. On the right-hand side page there is a succinct "map" of the corresponding 
page in the Ms C, showing the approximate location of texts (T) and drawings (D); beside this map, I 
give the profiles for the topical blocks I have identified in that page. Also included are the 
corresponding drawings, whenever necessary. I have drawn the sketches myself, because I want to 
give of them my own interpretation as a fluid-mechanicist. I had some doubts about giving the version 
in English of the texts , but finally brought myself to do it for those many colleagues who do not know 
Italian, whom I hope will take an interest in the fluid-mechanical work of Leonardo. I hope also that this 
material may be useful to other scholars ; they are undoubtedly useful in my own attempts at arriving at a 
synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow.
I have adopted an eclectic approach to translation, because each passage requires to be 
rendered as a unique piece. In some cases, I considered better to be as literal as possible, to convey 
what Leonardo was actually saying; in other cases, I thought that he was obviously not careful with his 
writing, but his intention was transparent, and I treated those passages as something to be explained..as 
a matter of exegetical translation. I have had no hesitation to show my doubts whenever they existed . 
It is perhaps paradoxical, but it seems that the more one knows about a given field, the more difficult it 
seems to be sure of what Leonardo says concerning specific topics in such a field. Only generalists seem 
to make confident translators and not to be disturbed by doubts. In documents as those left by Leonardo 
there are many ambiguities and many obscure passages. It is quite probable that some points may remain 
for ever in doubt. There is still much work to be done before we can offer for the general public a truly 
coherent synthetical version of all the fluid mechanical work of Leonardo. However, consistent views 
in some areas are emerging and I would like to refer the reader to the papers I have already published 
(see References).
Organization of this Volume
v i i i
LEONARDO'S METHODOLOGY
Analogy .Paradox, and Experimentation.
Leonardo used a methodology in his studies of flow and transport phenomena in which 
experiments, analogies and paradoxes played roles of paramount importance. He was innovative, and 
well aware of being so, in a number of cases in which his involvement was much more intensive than in 
questions of geometry ,or fluid mechanics, or transport phenomena.1 refer to his discussion, in his 
Treatise on Painting , of the use of componimento inculto, as a manifestation of great awareness of how 
he thought that an artist should proceed in his creative work. This question has been masterfully 
discussed by Sir Ernst Gombrich (1952) in a paper on the methodology followed by Leonardo for 
working out his drawing and painting compositions. I think that the method in which pentimenti and 
componimento inculto were put to use appears very much like the trial-and-error procedure which has 
been and is so useful in science and technology. Of course, art was a field in which Leonardo must 
have felt much more at home than physics. I use the term physics here as comprising his notes and 
drawings on geometry, perspective, optics, mechanics, fluid mechanics, thermodynamics, transport 
phenomena. I consider that the really creative part of the geometrical writings and drawings of Leonardo 
belongs more to physics than to mathematics. Leonardo ventured boldly into areas which he was not 
really prepared to enter by training, education, or his cultural background. He dared, and surely enjoyed, 
to act not as much as an engineer but as what we consider today a research engineer, or an applied 
physicist. He did not have in these endeavors somebody to guide him, as he could have had in 
hydraulic engineering, for instance. In the case of geometry, if Luca Paccioli did really try to teach 
Leonardo some classic notions, it does not seem that Leonardo learned much; and if there would have 
been anybody around with some knowledge of physics and willing to teach him, I believe that he would 
only have had a negative influence on Leonardo. What happened, because Leonardo could not read 
Latin well enough to be imbued by the old arguments, was that he was much better off, and dared to 
challenge the old physics or, what is more important, to start developing a new physics. This was 
accomplished more by what he drew, as attested by many of his drawings, than by what he wrote down.
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I think that what was needed then, more than anything else, was to disregard or plainly ignore the 
static, frozen science of the past, which in the case of physics was full of errors and misconceptions. The 
great achievement of Leonardo in science appears to be that he was able to make some use of, and then 
overcome, the few notions of the physics of his time that he was able to absorb. This is specially true in 
the case of flow and transport phenomena., but I believe that it may be found that this is true as well of 
other sciences in Leonardo's notebooks.
It should be understood that we are bound to describe what Leonardo discovered in a very 
different manner than his own; I am afraid this tends to disturb those who are not familiar with recent 
developments in the study of the history of science , but I do not see other solution than undertaking an 
examination of the situation and considering the alternatives. Take, for instance, the great 
accomplishments of the astronomers of Mesopotamia and Greece; it is actually impossible to make a 
serious analysis of such achievements without using modem knowledge and language of mathematics 
and astronomy. Already in 1874, Schiaparelli published in Milano an analysis using advanced 
mathematics to examine the theory of homocentric spheres of Eudoxus (For more recent studies see the 
writings of Otto Neugebauer.) The same should apply to any study of Leonardo's science; we would 
miss important fundamental points, were we not to use modem language and modem points of view. 
The question of the adequate methodology is extremely important in the study of documents of the past, 
and undoubtedly a delicate one. But suppose, for example, that one has some idea that Leonardo 
introduced in his notebooks notions of non-Euclidean geometry, let us say some proto-concepts of 
elliptic geometry; how could anyone without a thorough knowledge of such a geometry examine the 
work of Leonardo to see the extent and the depth of his notions? The same is true for any other 
discipline. There are aspects in the analysis of Leonardo's notes that can only be seen in their proper 
value when analyzed in the light of knowledge acquired after him rather than that existing before him. I 
would like to mention at this point that Greenberg 1980 has referred to the paradoxical fact that non- 
Euclidean geometry is what really helps in understanding better Euclidean geometry. In the same way, 
modem fluid mechanics is what helps best in understanding the historical development of hydraulics and 
hydromechanics.
xSome questions, of course, require a study of what was done before Leonardo. If hydrostatics, 
for example, was well advanced already by Archimedes, we must confront carefully what Leonardo 
wrote about the subject with Archimedes' work; but here again , if we do not use the deepest 
knowledge of hydrostatics available to us, our analysis will fail to be incisive. We can examine the 
work of Archimedes and capture the sense of his achievements because we understand pressure much 
better than he did. Archimedes grasped very well the notion of hydrostatic force and not too well that of 
pressure, while Leonardo had serious misunderstanding about
hydrostatic force Macagno 1982) and developed good insights about pressure ( Macagno 1985c ). We 
must take into account also that it is through rather simple questions that one can best trace Leonardo's 
methodology; because of this, my considerations here will not touch upon some of the spectacular 
studies of Leonardo concerning flow and transport phenomena (Macagno 1982, 1985a, 1986a)., or 
upon machines and mechanisms, or hydraulic works.
I have come to the conclusion that the studies of Leonardo in physics were essentially the result 
of using analogical thinking, paradoxical argumentation, experimental methodology, and trial-and-error 
procedures.. I know that such methods are old in mankind, but my thesis is that there is an innovative 
use of them in Leonardo. Even when Leonardo repeats in his notes something already known for a long 
time (like the Archimedes' principle of hydrostatics) one can expect something new; to be sure, this 
newness is often marred by some misconception or failure to grasp properly the old idea, but it also 
carries some innovative way of understanding and of gaining an understanding. Not many in the 
history of mankind have jumped from one plateau of knowledge to another in the long process of trying 
to improve our image of the physical world. We should not forget that this is done in great part by 
qualitative thinking rather than by quantification. In Leonardian fluid mechanics there is some 
quantification (particularly concerning conservation laws), but most of it is qualitative, as it should be. as 
one goes from one plateau to another in the early developments of any science.
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Analogies in the Ms C
I have written already on analogies in the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, and I would like to 
refer the reader to some of my publications (Macagno 1982, 1986b, 1986c). Leonardo often dealt with 
analogies in a way that was to be defined more than four centuries later by Keynes, who clearly 
established that the scientific analogy is made of a positive and a negative part (Keynes 1921). The 
former refers to what is similar, and the latter to what is different.G. Polya has put this idea in another 
way: it is not enough to enounce an analogy, one must study it exhaustively until we pursue all its 
possibilities, positive and negative alike.(Polya 1954)
Leonardo used analogy mainly to advance knowledge, and had what seems to be an innate sense 
of the positive and the corresponding negative analogy (Macagno 1986c). Such a sense was fostered in 
Leonardo by his being a clever experimenter and indefatigable observer of nature. Leonardo's analogies 
are of many different kinds. He did not have any inhibition in bringing together the most disparate 
phenomena. In a first category of his analogies, Leonardo related phenomena within a given restricted 
area, as when he perceived the vibrations of strings and those of elastic laminas as analogs one of the 
other; or waves and vortices at the interface of two given fluids as the analogs of the waves and 
vortices at the interface of some other pair of stratified fluids. In a second category, we find analogies 
between two relatively close areas, as two areas of mechanics, or engineering, or biology, as when an 
analogy is drawn between the impact of solid spheres and that of other bodies,or two technological 
operations, or the flow of blood and that of sap. In third place, we find analogies between different 
fields of physics, or any other science, as in the case of bringing together phenomena from mechanics 
and optics, or hydromechanics and thermodynamics which will be exemplified below.In a fourth 
category we can place those analogies relating different fields of knowledge, like the analogy between 
the flow of water in our planet and the flow of blood in our bodies, which may be older than Leonardo, 
but what really matters is the way in which he worked with the analogical methodology. I am sure that 
one can find precedents for many of the analogies in Leonardo's writings, but what I believe much more 
rare is a similar way of working with analogies. In science, analogies which are not tested via 
experimentation or calculations are of little significance; anybody can compare two or more different
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things or events in a positive way, (even our daily language is full of analogies) but few can pursue the 
negative analogy in the Keynesian sense. One interesting example of analogy pursued diligently by 
Leonardo implies four terms, and it will be discussed briefly in the next paragraph.
The four-term analogies symbolically can be expressed as A:B = C:D . Leonardo was 
fascinated by one such analogy. It involves triangles and squares, and pyramids and cubes. The 
interesting point is that some analogies of this kind are valid, like the one used in determining centers of 
gravity (Polya 1954), while others are not. Leonardo happened to stumble onto one that was not 
(Macagno 1985b). A case in which what happens with two-dimensional figures is not the analog of 
what may happen in three-dimensional space is that of the subdivision of a figure in smaller figures 
similar to the given one and congruent among themselves, or the inverse operation of aggregation of 
congruent figures, with the purpose of obtaining a figure similar to any of the components (Macagno 
M. 1987) The case is subtle, because in the case of the square and the cube there is analogy, but not in 
the case of the triangle and the pyramid. Other analogies are still more difficult to analyze; it is necessary 
to use rather specialized studies for a complete evaluation of Leonardo's analogical thinking and not just 
general, and sometimes superficial, evaluations. An example of such level of work is given by the now 
classical analysis of the analogy used by Kepler in astronomy (Polya 1954; Pledge 1959; Singer 1959).
Some analogies will be mentioned only because I have become rather sensitive to even a 
suggestion of Leonardo having considered an analogical situation. I believe there is work that remains 
to be done in this area, and this is the identification of analogies which have not been perceived yet as 
such, but which all indicates that Leonardo must have considered them. I would like to call them 
potential analogies. We should remember that, so far, and unbelievable as it may seem, very few 
students of Leonardo's notebooks have paid as much attention to the scientific and technical drawings as 
they have paid to the texts. Thus a good number of analogies, that are in pictorial rather than in 
written language, have simply been overlooked..This may be due to the much greater difficulty of 
writing about the meaning of pictographic messages than about word-messages. Sometimes one is 
struck by two drawings in different places which look alike but illustrate different phenomena; this is 
strongly suggestive of an analogy not explicitly recorded as such, but still much in the mind of
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Leonardo. We should not forget that what we are examining is most of the time very much like the 
diary-book of a researcher and not a text worked up to a point near publication. I know from my own 
experience as a researcher that one makes notes like this, and one does not spell out important relations 
between sketches, or between quickly written-down notes, which certainly exist in own's mind.
The analogies in the Ms C range from the field of mechanics to that of optics; they are 
sometimes internal to one of the areas of physics, and sometimes establish a relation between two of 
those areas. These latter analogies may be called external. In about one third of the analogies in the Ms 
C, one term is optical, which is to be expected because there is a good number of notes on optics in this 
notebook. I have identified 16 analogies of interest in the study of Leonardian fluid mechanics; five of 
them belong to the category of potential analogies (see Table II)
The internal analogies I have identified in the Ms C are the following: two in mechanics, two in 
hydrostatics, two in hydrodynamics, and one in optics. In the Ms C we find some passages describing 
the effects of impact or percussion of a hammer on different materials; in one case there is permanent 
deformation, in the other, fracture, and in the third, a cut is produced (Table II, Entry 3). Because I 
follow the Keynesian notion of analogy, I see these cases as the negative analogy, while the positive 
analogy is the common phenomenology present in all those impacts. Such phenomenology has been 
modemly expressed by representing the impact action by means of a Dirac delta function . The notion 
that a force may act during a vanishingly small time is expressed by Leonardo with much less precision 
than by Dirac, but it is surely described well enough; I quote from Ms C6V:
Del colpo. Perche il tenpo del cholpo e indivisibile a ssimjlitudine del chontatto 
causa desso colpo la sua operatione e di tanta prestezzza che il tenpo non 
chonciede a esso cholpo strafesrirsi ne fondamenti delle chose battute chon tanta 
velocita che il cholpo già non sia morto nelle superiori partij___
Note that the notion of propagation of an effect is contained in this text and described as existing over a 
longer time than the percussion itself. Modem experimental studies have shown that the time of impact is 
really not zero, but it is a good approximation to assume it vanishingly small, when compared with the 
action of other forces, as shown in many books of elementary physics (Perucca 1953). In Ms C 28R
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the analogy is also internal to mechanics, and relates the impact of two equal spheres with velocities of 
equal magnitude to the impact of one of the spheres with a solid wall ( II, 15).
Also internal to mechanics is the analogy between two different material systems considered in 
Ms C 15R; one is a vibrating cord, and the other is a vibrating metal blade ( II, 7). It is the kinematics 
of the two systems which is viewed under an analogy in this case. Some of the common properties of 
these two vibrations are accurately described, although in a qualitative manner.
The most interesting of these internal analogies is only implicitly presented by Leonardo, but it is 
so obvious in the way of using one aspect to study experimentally the other, that it can be considered a 
good example of what analogies mean today to practical engineers. The analogous behavior relates two 
different ways of generating pressure in the water within a container. In one case, the pressure is 
generated by the water's own weight, while in the other is generated by having a weight acting on the 
water. ( II, 4 ). . We know that Leonardo was aware of the pressure distribution in the two cases( 
Macagno 1985c, 1987b) and can rest assured that he had a notion of the negative analogy in this case 
also; he was cognizant of the role of the differences ( II, 5 ). In Ms C 7V, the analogy between floating 
bodies placed on liquids as different as water and mud. is suggested ( n, 6 ).
In Ms C 23 V, Leonardo's analogical thinking goes wrong, because he did not realize how 
different the behavior of a liquid of uniform density can be from that of a similar liquid with stratification 
of density ( II, 11 ) . Even nowadays, not many fluid-mechanicists would know that the flows towards 
a weir of two liquids without and with stratification of density would be , ceteris paribus, very 
different from each other (Yih 1965 ). Finally, the analogy between light and shadow in Ms C 25R, 
appears to be a statement about perception of two contiguous regions of shadow and a region and its 
image in water. This analogy needs further study, before I can evaluate it properly. This is not the only 
analogy about shadow and light mentioned by Leonardo; anybody can verify that when Leonardo 
compared the shadow of an object with its image in water, and considered them to be similar, he was 
wrong.
I have identified seven external analogies in Ms C: one relating soil mechanics and 
hydrodynamics (II, 11), two hydro- and gas-dynamics(II, 10 & 15), and four relating an optical
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phenomenon with some other phenomenon ( kinematical in 3R, hydrodynamic al in 7R, acoustical in 
16R, 24R). In Ms C 22V there are several statements concerning incident motion, impact, and reflected 
motion, of which I quote two that are representative, and describe well enough the analogy involved:
Ognj cosa di densa superfitie che chadera sopra resistente obbietto la linia del suo 
risaltamento fia di tale obbljqujta quale fu la linja della incidentia.
Il pezo del legnjo seperato dall altro legnjo per colpo del tagliente fere si partirà da 
esso rimanente legnjo per equale angolo a cquello della declinatione del cholpo.
Also in Ms C 22V we find the following statement, after a detailed explanation of the effect of a 
portion of water falling on a pool of water from a certain height,
E se tu credessi chellacqua che diade fussi quella che balza fa  chadere sopra laequa 
vn sasetto e vederaj medesimamente laequa e non il sasso balzare.
In this instance, Leonardo considers the impact of a pebble on water the analog of the impact of a drop of 
water on water.
The analogical flow of different fluids (fire, air and water) as they impact on obstacles placed in their 
way, is described by Leonardo (Ms C 22V T4) in the following terms:
acqua aria effocho fano simjli effetti nelle risaltationj sopra li obiettj che 
ssi chontrapongano ai lor chorsi
In Ms C 26 V, we find another case of mistaken analogy (II, 14). Leonardo considered that a 
flow which was a supercritical water-channel flow, i.e. a flow with a Froude number greater than one, 
could be similar to the air flow channelled into a street in a windy day. (Similarly to the Mach number, 
the Froude number is the ratio of the gravity wave velocity to the fluid velocity).He had really no way of 
determining that these flows have quite different properties and are not one the analog of the other. 
Only a supersonic speed of the air flow would bring the two flows into some kind of analogy; a Froude 
number larger than one requiring a .Mach number also larger than one.
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The cases in which one term of the analogy is optical need further study, because so far three of 
them are conjectural,and for all of them, there is a need for finding additional texts or drawings on the 
same topic in order to define clearly the analogies ( Ms C 3R, 7R, 16R, 24R).
Leonardo’s Paradoxes.
Paradoxes are intellectually very attractive, but in different way than analogies; paradoxes are 
disturbing, even irritating some times, while analogies tend to be pleasing and attractive. Paradox is 
used by Leonardo in a number of instances, and I believe that in most cases, Leonardo was resorting to 
paradoxical situations as a way of arguing successfully against his "adversary". By considering 
experiments which would have been so easy to mount but would undoubtedly fail, he could make a 
powerful argument similar to that of the reductio ad absurdum proofs in mathematics. He may not 
have fully realized the methodology as it can be perceived today. However, I have presented situations, 
like the ones depicted in his paradoxical siphons of the Codices Adanticus and Hammer, as questions in 
quizzes to my students, especially to those just beginning to learn hydraulics of fluid mechanics These 
questions disconcerted more than one who thought that he or she was well armed in general 
mechanics, thus showing that some primitive notions persist up to our times and some times after long 
exposure to conventional education. . Another paradoxical argument can be made in connection with 
communicating vessels. We know also Pascal's paradoxes in hydrostatics, which cease to be paradoxes 
as soon as one learns about the fundamental differences which exist between the same physical quantity 
when we consider it first as an extensive and then as an intensive property. In fact, in the theory of 
dimensions, we describe them as having a different formula. I mean the fundamental difference between 
hydrostatic force and hydrostatic pressure. Fluid mechanics, as Birkhoff illustrated brilliantly in a now 
classic book, is full of paradoxes which are really the mark of originality and vision when they are 
presented for the first time (Birkhoff 1950). Of course, it is known since the times of Zeno that 
paradoxes may be disregarded as trivial matters by practical minds, while they do not cease to seduce 
speculative minds.
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But even experiments which are expected to fail and in fact do not fail, offer a paradoxical 
situation to the researcher. In several places in his manuscripts, Leonardo describes an experiment 
which has all the marks of having been performed by him.(Macagno 1982). This experiment presents a 
paradox within the context of Leonardo's knowledge of physics. Apparently, he took two identical 
boxes (perhaps cylindrical) and attached them together, with air inside one of them and the other full of 
water. The double box can float stably in two positions, as shown in my own experiments and 
confirmed by theoretical calculations , one with the air-filled box atop, and the other with the water- 
filled box atop. This occurs only if the the body has a height that is relatively small with respect to the 
diameter. Leonardo always drew the double box with the water atop; I consider that the reason is 
simple: in that way, water is out of its natural place and, in spite of the body being apparently completely 
free to move, it does not go back to its home. The same may be said of the air. In my first study of this 
experiment, I was inclined to believe that Leonardo had anticipated our analysis of the stability of floating 
bodies ( Macagno 1982), but, after much more study of Leonardo's notes, I am persuaded that this 
really was a crucial experiment, one of which results must have appeared as paradoxical to him 
(Macagno 1985a). Leonardo remained after all very much within the framework of thinking of the 
physics of his times, so full of misconceptions. I have found little that seems to indicate that he reached 
the point of seeing the paradox as something to be left behind. It is always dangerous to use hindsight, 
but I believe that we can understand why he could not see what was preventing the water to return to its 
sphere, because it was not something he could detect experimentally; the only way to solve this paradox 
is, as for the solution of those of Zeno, a new way of thinking, a new science. The paradox ceases 
only within the Newtonian physics, not within the physics of the Greeks and of the early Renaissance.
Another experimental result that presented Leonardo with a paradox is that of a given portion 
of water in a cylindrical container adopting a different shape of its free surface when it is set into 
rotatory motion It is not so much the possibility of looking at this as a primitive centrifugal pump ( see, 
for instance, Ms F 15R )that is fascinating. To somebody believing in the principle of fluids desiring 
always to go back to their own spheres, the inevitable realization that water which seems to be in a 
relative equilibrium remains higher than before, while the air has come down to the place where the
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water was must appear as a paradox.. How could Leonardo understand such a strange behavior relative 
to the existing physics? How could he explain it? More about experiments which we would classify 
today as the investigation of centrifugal effects is included in the next section.
Only those blinded by the constant pursuit of utilitarian science can regret that Leonardo did not 
explore further the experiments of the double-box and of the centrifugal lifting of water to arrive, on the 
one hand at results concerning stability of floating bodies, and on the other hand at practical centrifugal 
pumps. The significance of these experiments lies in having presented paradoxical results, disturbing 
challenges to generally accepted tenets of the physics of his times. For this important role these 
experiments need not be like the technological experiments of our times; it was enough that they 
presented a qualitative but indubitable denial of some long accepted principles.
Leonardo's_ Experiments,
There were times during which it was thought that most of Leonardo's experiments were more 
in his imagination than in his hands. That he did experiments, I believe there is no more any doubt. That 
he also engaged extensively in fruitful "gedanken Experimenten" is perhaps much less known. I 
should add that thought experiments have played a far from negligible role in the history of physics, a 
fact that seems not to be generally known. But at this point I want to focus the discussion on actual 
experiments. I have dealt with the experimental method in Leonardo's science in previous papers, 
reporting the results of the laboratory methodology which I have developed, first at the Iowa Institute of 
Hydraulic Research (since 1964) and later at the Institut fiir Hydromechanik Universitat Kasrlruhe ( 
1975-1985). I have thus performed many experiments to gain insight into this question (Macagno 
1982, 1975-85).My experiments have been in the following areas: geometry (as a part of physics), 
kinematics, mechanics and mechanisms, hydrostatics and hydrodynamics, air flow, thermodynamics, 
flow of granular materials , flames, transport phenomena, acoustics and optics. I have also surveyed in 
detail the experimental situations in most of Leonardo's manuscripts and prepared tabulations of all of 
them (Macagno 1982, 1986b, 1988a,b,c) I believe that just a few selected cases will be enough to 
defend my thesis in this contribution; for more documentation in support of it I refer the reader to my
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other publications where discussions of certain experiments can be found. An important outcome of 
Leonardo's experimental approach is his grasp of conservation principles. One can surely attribute to 
Leonardo the discovery of the so-called continuity principle ( which is really a statement of conservation 
of volume). He had a clear idea also of the conservation of mass, and rudimentary notions of the 
conservations of momentum and energy. It is rather interesting that without a clear notion of energy, he 
understood quite well what we call now dissipation of energy (Macagno 1985a, 1987a). However, at 
this junction I am not concerned with the results of the experimental methodology used by Leonardo; 
rather, the methodology itself is under examination.
There exists much concrete evidence of experimentation actually being performed by Leonardo. 
There are situations in which Leonardo showed,more by his mistakes than by being correct, that he was 
performing experiments. Take, for instance, the cases of flow through expansions depicted in the Ms F 
( 91R-v, 92R-V ) which so many have interpreted as being experiments in conduits. That they are really 
experiments in open channels is irrefutably shown by the presence of diagonal waves which can occur 
only if there is an interface between two fluids ( for example, the water-air interface). Of such interfacial 
waves there are remarkable depictions in the Ms C ( see folios 24V, 26R, 28V) It is true that Leonardo 
wrote a note saying that he wanted to have a glass tube constructed for this kind of experiments, but it is 
quite probable that the tube was never made. I know from experience that the direct study of conduit 
flow is not an easy one; one is better off experimenting in open channels, but one should be careful not 
to work in the domain of Froude numbers higher than the critical value. Of course, Leonardo did not 
realize that he was making such a mistake; but he did leave evidence that he was actually performing 
experiments There are many indicators in the drawings of Leonardo, easy for the trained eye to 
detect,that force the conclusion that he could not possibly have imagined things that are so realistically 
represented by him. In fact, both rights and wrongs in his fluid-flow experiments point in the direction 
of authenticity. Within this context, it is worth considering whether some of the drawings were the 
product of an intuitive feeling for fluid flow and transport phenomena; if through much experimentation 
and observations of nature and man-made systems, Leonardo was capable of guessing the right 
answer, this is a point that seems important in the way knowledge is acquired. Leonardo proceeded by
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analogy in many cases, and the analogy between granular-material flows and water flow led him into 
some serious mistakes. This is surely true; but there is no doubt that he had authentic experimental 
knowledge of the two kinds of flow. In this case, Leonardo failed in not pursuing more strenuously the 
"negative" analogy, i.e., the identification of the differences. But, in his failed attempts, the mark of 
the authentic experimenter is inescapable to both modem fluid- and soil-mechanicists, and I believe that 
more so than in some of his successful performances. When he depicted impinging jets and nappes, 
and families of jets coming out from nozzles (see Macagno 1986a, 1988a,b,c.), he may have had some 
quantitative aspects wrong, but qualitatively he understood the dynamics of such complex phenomena in 
a way that could not be the fruit of sitting at a desk and writing and drawing relying only on his 
imagination.
Among the remarkable experiments described by Leonardo, I would like to mention the crucial 
experiment of the floating double box, already described in the section on paradoxes. Also of great 
interest are those experiments in which certain effects of the centrifugal force are demonstrated (see, 
e.g. the Codices Atlanticus and Madrid; see also the sometimes misunderstood experiment at the bottom 
of Ms C 24 V). I consider such experiments of great significance in forming an opinion in Leonardo 
about facts running against some of the ideas of the physics of his time (Marinoni 1988). First, I must 
clarify that I do not object to the use of the term "centrifugal force" as some adamandy do, and then use 
corresponding expressions, such as "inertial forces" , "Reynolds stresses", etc. I believe that the term is 
very generalized, and I will be better understood if I simply refer to centrifugal effects due to the 
rotatory motion of a particle or a body. We are all familiar with centrifugal pumps, and centrifuges, and 
know how these machines operate. Leonardo noticed the effect of rotation on solid as well as fluid 
bodies.He also considered the effect of rotation on granular heterogeneous materials (see, e.g., Codex 
Forster II 68V ). Taking all these experiments into account, one can see that after performing them 
Leonardo could not have adhered to a notion of centripetal (Marinoni 1988) rather than centrifugal 
force, surely not after all the evidence of a contrary behavior that he accumulated. I believe that the 
effect of a liquid under rotation climbing along the walls of the container while air came down to occupy 
the space in the central part was another of the paradoxes that Leonardo must have been puzzled by. He
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may have been the precursor of our ubiquitous utilitarian centrifugal pumps, but the possibility of 
having seen a paradox in all of that is much more exciting., and also a more important discovery.
Finally, I would like to include some comments on thought experiments. I am persuaded that 
only those who have performed actual experiments can conceive, and play with, meaningful and 
relevant thought experiments. When Leonardo considered a tunnel along a diameter of the Earth (see 
both Codices Madrid and Forster) into which either a body was dropped or an entire river was 
diverted , he was obviously imagining what would happen with the motion of the body or that of the 
water; to answer this question he must have proceeded by analogy, given that he did not have the 
theoretical means of analyzing such a problem; those tools were to be developed only much later. We 
do not know if Leonardo experimented with magnets, although he mentions the strange properties of 
calamita. The fact is that one could use magnetic forces (calamita ) for a simulation of the motion within 
the planetary tunnel; the question is worth pursuing. Similarly, in order to answer a question about the 
phenomena at the interface of the spheres of air and fire, he had to imagine the situation and compare it 
with the other interfaces to which he had easy access, like the earth-water, the water-air, and the earth- 
air interfaces . He correctly presumed that there would be waves and vortices at such an interface, so far 
from his then unavoidable location at the surface of the Earth. The only way to actually visualize 
thought experiments was via analogy, and on this basis through a simulation of a situation by another 
which was presumably in a relation of physical similitude. I must say here that in this analysis of 
Leonardo's methods I have not included the additional notion of physical similarity because I believe 
that Leonardo developed only vague notions about physical modelling, and proceeded most of the time 
by analogical thinking. The notion of physical similarity is more dependent on an accurate knowledge of 
the laws governing the physical phenomena. Leonardo did not know enough of such physical laws to 
formulate , even in a rudimentary way, a theory of physical similitude.
My investigation has led to the identification of 36 experiments and experimental 
situations in the Ms C, which are presented in a tabular form in Table III. The sketches (most of which 
are simplified) are either based on Leonardo's drawings, or introduced when there was no drawing by 
Leonardo. In the latter case, I have indicated my intrusion by inscribing my initials in the lower right-
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hand-side comer of the corresponding box. I have summarily described each experiment or 
experimental situation; an analysis of these experiments is part of my ongoing investigation consisting of 
a systematic analysis of experiments in all of Leonardo's extant notebooks as a necessary step for the 
synthesis of his science of flow.
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FUTURE WORK
Much work is yet to be done to arrive at a satisfactory synthesis of Leonardo's science of flow 
and transport phenomena. I have attempted to do it for limited areas, like that of hydrostatics, basic 
fluid mechanics, analogies, experimentation, but many others remain to be investigated and synthetized. 
I believe that the methodology used by Leonardo is clearly emerging, and I have written about this 
subject some essays already. Of course, until all the documents are examined thoroughly, a final total 
synthesis must be postponed. Most of the French Manuscripts remain to be studied in the way the Mss 
C and H have been examined. I very much hope that all the work that lies ahead can be accomplished in 
the years I have left, but most probably, this monumental work will have to be completed by others, and 
I hope I may attract co-workers soon for an appropriate and effective transfer.
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research 
Iowa City, November 12, 1988
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TABLE I
CONSTRUCTION OF PROFILES
FOLIO TOPICAL BLOCK PROFILE
Ms C 
22 V 
T4
ACQUA ^  ARIA ^FOCO 
Acquali aria focho fanno 
ANALOGY-^*(simjli effetti^ nelle
JUMP---^  (risaltationj) sopra li
BODY SU— >[obiettj) che si (chontra-^_ IMPACT 
pogano) ai lor (chorsi.)
FLOW'*
FOCO
ARIA
ACQUA
FLOW
ANALOG
BO SU
IMPACT
JUMP
Ms C 
25 R
T3 D2
EXPERIMENT^
p m u r v o t r  (sperimenta) a mettere i nel
ACQUA bottino) .f.. dell lacqa e in
^ .e. del u.jnol e nota i nella
IMPACT --- * ^perchussione) da loro fatta
FLOW ------* i nella (intersegatione) .c.d.
che parte e in .a.b. della
loro ( miss t i o n e ^---  MIXINGRESERVOIR
WATER W /A E  I *-- ACQUA
CURRENT
ACQUA
FLOW
CURRENT
RESER
MIX
EXPER
IMPACT
5|CFor more information on multichannel tabu­
lation, see Macagno 1982, 1986a,b.c, 1988c.
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TABLE II
ANALOGIES IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
1
Ms C 3R 
T4,5 D2
Ms C 6R 
T3 D4
Potential analogy; other 
terms must be found. The 
luminous object moves 
from a to b while the il­
luminated spot on the 
wall moves from A to B.
LIGHT
OPTICS
ORIF
KINEM
EXPER
ANAL?
2
Ms C 5V 
T2 D2
Ms C 24R 
T2 D1
Potential analogy for 
which two terms exist: 
similar reflections of 
acoustic waves.
ACOUST
IMPACT
REFL
EXPER
ANAL?
3
Ms C 6V 
T4,6 D4,5
Ms C 7R 
T1,3 D1,3
Several cases of impacts 
of hammer or knife on 
different bodies. Analo­
gies and differences are 
discussed.
BO MO
IMPACT
DEFO
MECH
EXPER
ANAL
4
Ms C 7R 
T5,6 D5,6
Families of water jets 
produced in two differ­
ent ways. The deep anal­
ogy is in the pressure 
fields; the apparent 
analogy is in the sim­
ilarity of the jets.
ACQUA
FLOW
ORIF
JET
RESER
WEIGHT
PRESS
ANAL
______________ L
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TABLE II
ANALOGIES IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
5
Ms C 7R 
T4 D4
Light passes through a 
star-shaped orifice and 
produces beautiful ef­
fects. There is a poten­
tial analogy because Leo­
nardo studied also flow 
of water through non­
circular orifices.
LIGHT
OPTICS
FLOW?
EXPER
ORIF
ANAL?
6
Ms C 7V 
T6 D3
Potential analogy in hy­
drostatics. Two bodies 
float on soft mud; pene­
tration is considered.
ACQUA
TERRA
HYDROS
BO FLO
DEFO
EXPER
ANAL
7
Ms C 15R 
T2,3 D2
The analogy of the vibra­
tions of strings and la­
minae is clearly estab­
lished .
BO MO
MECH
DEFO
DISTRIB
EXPER
VISUAL
KINEM
ANAL
8
Ms C 16R 
T3 D1 
T4 D2
Ms C 22R 
T5,6 D2,3,4
Analogies among differ­
ent incidence and reflec­
tion phenomena including 
behavior before, during 
and after impact.
ACOUS
OPTIC
ARIA
REFL
EXPER
BO MO
LIGHT
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TABLE II
ANALOGIES IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
.FOLIO SKETCH DESCRIPTION PROFILE
9
Ms C 22R 
T1
Analogy between the flows 
induced by a pebble and 
a liquid drop falling on 
water at rest.
ACQUA
BO FA
FLOW
RESER
IMPACT
JUMP
EXPER
ANAL
10
Ms C 22V 
T4
’’Water, air and fire flow 
similarly when bouncing 
against obstacles inter­
posed in their courses.”
ACQUA
ARIA
FOCO
BO SU
FLOW
IMPACT
JUMP
ANAL
11
Ms C 22V 
T9 D5 
T10 D6
Analogy between the flow 
of granular and liquid 
materials, including im­
pacts, jumps, and waves.
ACQUA
FLOW
BO FA
IMPACT
JUMP
EXPER
ANAL
GRAN
12
Ms C 23V 
T2,4 D1
Analogy between the flow 
of density-stratified liq­
uids and uniform-densi­
ty liquids.
ACQUA
FL PR
FLOW
STRAT
WEIR
RESER
EXPER
ANAL
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TABLE II
ANALOGIES IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
FOLIO SKETCH INSCRIPTION PROFILE
13
Ms C 25R 
T3 D2
Analogy between light 
and shadow and object 
and its image.
LIGHT
OPTIC
ACQUA
REFL
SHADOW
ANAL
14
Ms C 26R 
TI, 6 DI, 2
Ms C 6V 
T2 D2
Potential analogy be­
tween successive jumps 
of a water jet or nappe 
and successive jumps of 
a bouncing object.
BO FA
JUMP
IMPACT
ACQUA
FLOW
BO SU
REFL
AJxAL
15
Ms C 26V 
T7,8
Analogy between flow of 
water in an open channel 
and the flow of air along 
a street.
ARIA
ACQUA
FLOW
CANAL
WAVE
ANAL
16
Ms C 28R 
T8 D3
Analogy between the im­
pact of two identical 
spheres and the impact 
of one sphere against a 
solid wall.
BO MO
MECH
IMPACT
REFL
EXPER
ANAL
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EXPERIMENTS AND EXPERIMENTAL SITUATIONS IN THE Ms C
TABLE III
STATICS
Configuration of equilibrium for 
two systems of pulleys, string and 
weights. In one case, the two 
weights are equal; in the othei; 
they are different. In other note­
books, Leonardo studied the kine­
matics of the string and pulleys.
7R
T2D2
7V
T3D1
HYDROSTATICS
Penetration of weights of equal 
height and material on the surface 
of soft mud.
7V
T5D3
HYDROSTATICS
Determination of the force applied 
on a body by the surrounding fluid.
15R
T14 D8
HYDROSTATICS
Stability of a bag full of air and 
tightly placed at the bottom of a 
cylindrical tank full of water a- 
bove the bag.
26V
T5D1
x x x ii
TABLE III
KINEMATICS
Movement of the image of the Sun on 
a wall, due to the light enter­
ing through an orifice in the op­
posite wall.
3R
T4 D2
KINEMATICS
A body moves and its shadow falls 
on a wall. The two motions are re­
lated geometrically.
3V
T4 D3
IMPACT
Comparison of the durations of the 
impact and the penetration of a 
nail.Deformation of the nail.
5V
T5 D4 
22 R 
ID 8, 9, 10
IMPACT
Motion of a body implanted in a 
wooden block, depending on the di­
rection of an impact on the block 
in one direction or another.
5V
TD 6,7
xxxiii
TABLE III
IMPACT
Effect of the angle of incidence on 
dissipation of energy during impact.
6V
T2 D1
IMPACT
Study of the motion of wood being 
cut by an axe. A flow-like pattern 
may occur in some cases.
22V
T 2 to 8 
D2,3,4
IMPACT
Configuration, during rotation, 
of a system of weights hanging 
from strings attached to a wheel.
24V 
T3 D4
ELASTIC VIBRATIONS
A deformable body (string, blade) 
vibrates between two extreme po­
sitions. It produces adouble image, 
when properly viewed.
15R
T2,3,4 
D2
xxxiv
TABLE III
DEFORMATION
Details of deformation when a so­
lid body of a given shape is bent 
into a quite different shape. The 
deformation pattern is three-dimen­
sional .
6V
T3
D2,3
DEFORMATION
Differences in deformation of solid 
depending on the different condi­
tions of impact.
6V
T4 D4 
T6 D6
DEFORMATION
Differences between the effects of 
gradually applied forces and im­
pulsive forces, or impact forces.
6V
T4,6 
D 4 ,6
IMPACT DEFORMATION
Different local deformations in 
solid bodies subject to different 
kinds of impacts.
6V
T6 D6
xxxv
TABLE III
7
FLUID FLOW
Study of the reach of jets coming 
out from an orifice in a tank, as 
a function of the liquid head in 
the tank.
5V
T1 D1
FLUID FLOW
Properties of a family of liquid 
jets coming out from orifices at 
different heights on the side wall 
of a tank.
7R
T5 D5
1
1
-FLUID FLOW
Properties of liquid jets coming 
out from nozzles implanted on the 
surface of a bag loaded with a 
weight.
7R
T6 D6
FLUID FLOW
Effects of changes in the width, 
depth, etc. of channels on the rate 
of flow through the channel.
_____
15R
T7 - 12
D3 -6
xxxvi
TABLE III
FLUID FLOW
Effects due to a liquid jet falling 
on a liquid in vortical motion.
15R
T13
FLUID FLOW
Effect on open channel flow of the 
withdrawal of water through an or­
ifice in the bottom of the channel.
15R
T22
FLUID FLOW
Flow of uniform-density and of 
density-stratified liquids over a 
weir.
23V 
T3 D1
FLUID FLOW
Waves generated in a canal by a 
moving body, and subsequentback- 
flow after the body is moved out 
of the canal.
25R 
T1,2 
D1
x x x vii
TABLE III
FLUID FLOW
Water deflected by a body implanted 
at the confluence of two canals.
28V 
T6 D6
FLOW OF LIQUID AND OF GRANULAR
MATERIAL
Water jet falling on water and 
granular-material jet falling on 
a solid surface.
22V 
T9,10 
D5,6
FALLING BODIES
Orientation of bodies of different 
shapes which fall down through air. 
Stability considered.
28V
Tl-3
Dl-4
FLOW VISUALIZATION
Visual observation of liquid drops 
falling through air.
5V
T5 D5
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TABLE III
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Several experiments of fluvial hy­
draulics, including the effect of 
the wind blowing over the waters.
15 R 
T19, 20
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Several experiments of fluvial and 
canal hydraulics.
15R
T23
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Flow and erosion patterns due to an 
obstacle placed in an erodible 
water channel.
24V 
T2 D3
26R
Tl-6 
D1,2
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Supercritical flow in open chan­
nels. Diagonal waves. Erosion phenom­
ena .
24V
T1 D1,2 
25V
26R 
T7,8 
D3 
26V
T3,7,8 D3
xxxix
TABLE III
FLUVIAL HYDRAULICS
Supercritical flow in open channel. 
Effect of obstacles placed in the 
middle of the flow and against the 
banks.
28V
T4.5
D5
MIXING
Interaction and mixing of two liquid 
streams converging to a point and 
then diverging. More detailed dis­
cussion in the Codex Madrid I.
15R
T5 T21
25 R 
T3 D2
ACOUSTICS
Propagation and reflection of sound 
on walls
16R 
T4 D2 
24R 
T2 D1
OPTICS
Image produced by sunlight passing 
through a star-shaped orifice.
7R
T4 D4
LEONARDIAN FLUID MECHANICS
IN THE MANUSCRIPT C
1Ms C 3R T4,5 D2
Always, the motion of the impact of the Sun 
(light) that passes through orifices in one wall 
and strikes the other (wall), will migrate 
itself downwards. This (of course) happens 
during the Sun rise.
seme il moto delle percossione del sole che 
passa per li spiracholi dell una pariete e 
ripercote nell altra fara il suo acresscimento 
allo n giu e quessto acade nell alzar del sole. 
(T4)
If the Sun .b.c. sees (illuminates?) .e.f. when 
the Sun ascends to .a.b. it will illuminate 
.f.n. From this, it follows that the orifices 
(images ) of the Sun move downward.
sei sole .b.c. vede tutto .e.f. quando esso 
sole fia montato in .a.b. esso vedera insino 
in .f.n. e di qui nassie che Ili spiracholi del 
sole cresscano 
allo in giv. ( T5 )
In D2, I  have omitted a circle with center in .0. and passing through .b. I have 
extended with dash lines the walls so as to show an orifice instead of an edge as Leonardo did, 
while speaking of orifices in T4£. At this point, I  would like to remind the reader that in my 
work with the French Mss, /  am drawing the figures myself, as part of my interpretation of 
those manuscripts, and therefore, sometimes I introduce some modifications believing that I can 
help to improve their meaning. The reader, who wants to do any investigation of his or her 
own , should rely on the original drawings, or on the facsimiles available now in two versions 
(Ravaisson -Mollien and Marinoni).
Ms C 3V T4 D3
If an object will be moved slowly in front of a 
luminous body, when the projected shadow 
of the object is far from such an object, the 
ratio of the displacement of the derivative 
shadow over the displacement of the primitive 
will be equal to the ratio of the distance 
between object and light and that between the 
object and the projected shadow; in this way, 
the object may move slowly while the shadow 
is fast.
se lobiecto fia mosso chon tardità dinanzi 
al corpo lumjnoso ella perchussione dell 
onbra desso obbiecto sia lontana da esso 
obbiecto tal proportione ara il moto dell 
onbra deriuativa chol moto della primjtiva 
quale ara lospatio che tra llobbiectto e 
lume con quello che tra llobbiecto e Ila 
perchussione dell onbra j modo che 
movendosi lobietto chon tardità lonbra fia 
veloce. (T4)
Anything that shows the knowledge o f Leonardo in the area of kinematics is of 
interest in relation with his studies o f flow and transport phenomena . T4 D3 Leonardo 
describes the motion o f the shadow of an object which passes in front o f a fixed source of 
light. I  have maintained inaccuracies and redundancies , but I  think that Leonardo was 
aware o f the kinematical properties of the phenomenon he described in T4 D3. What he 
tried to express was the proportion relating the distances AB , CD, AL, CL in D3. I have 
added the letters A, B, C, D , L to the sketch D3. What Leonardo really wanted to 
say was that AB : CD = LA : LC ; in trying to do this, he made a mistake that 
students of elementary geometry commit even today, but I  believe that he had a basic 
understanding o f the kinematic question involved. Because I think that rather than 
referring to velocities, Leonardo was considering displacements, I  have rendered 'moto' 
as "displacement".
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Flow
The ratio of .b.c. over .a.c will be equal 
to the ratio of the 2 quantities of wine in the 
reservoir which are the cause of the variation 
in reach (o f the jets), close or away. That 
is, if the wine of the vessel first reached .c. 
when it was full, while it reached .a. when it 
was almost empty , you should know that 
when it will reach the middle between .a. and 
.c., at point .b., the vessel will be precisely 
half way.
moto
Quella proportione che ara .b.c. chon 
.a.c. talle proportione troveraj nelle 2 
quantjta dell ujno che ssi trova i nel 
uasello che chagionne desse mvtatione di 
uersare piv presso o lontano. Cioè se 
lujno del vasello prima versava in .c. 
sendo pieno e quando era quasi voto 
versaua in .a. sapi che quando e verserà 
i mezo infra .a.c. nel punto .b. il uasello 
sara apunto n mezo. (TI )
77 is closely related to D l, which shows an elevated vessel or tank from 
which a liquid is pouring out through an orifice. Three jets are sketched showing a family 
of curves whose parameter is the liquid level in the reservoir. Leonardo seems to have taken 
into account resistance to flow because the two curvilinear jets in D l show an asymptotic 
behavior. Some of the jets in Ms C 7R also show asymptotic behavior. For an analysis of 
this passage, see my study on the notion of pressure in Leonardo's notebooks (Macagno 
1987c).
I  have rendered ' 2 quantjta ' as " 2 quantities " because of not being sure of 
what Leonardo meant:" 2 volumes ? 2 heights ? 2 levels ? " I  have indicated between 
parentheses what appeared to me as obvious: i.e., that he was referring to the (perhaps 
asymptotic) reach of each jet. Further study o f this passage , from the point of view of 
hydromechanics, is needed ( including proper correlation to other passages which also 
refer to jets ) . Only then a final evaluation of T1 D l will be possible.
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Voice.
If the voice comes from .m. and the listener is at 
.n. such a voice will appear to him to be in .S., 
if the courtyard is closed around three sides at 
least toward the listener.
voce
sella voce fia in .m. ell ulditore dessa sia jn 
.n. essa voce li parira in .S. sei chortile sara 
serato il meno da tre bande di ueso esso 
vlditore. ( T2 )
T2 D2 is about a sound undergoing reflections before reaching the ear; it can only be 
completely evaluated after it is studied according to laws of acoustics which were unknown to 
Leonardo. I  believe that the situation described in T2 D2 is really more complex than it 
seems to have been judged by Leonardo. A similar problem of acoustics is described in Ms C 
24R T2D1.
Ms C 5V T3 D3?
Force and motion.
The values of the angles of the air which 
surrounds the ends of the supports, will never 
change in any way no matter how much the 
supports may change.
The acute angles .a. and .e. diminish and 
the obtuse (angles) .f. and .b. increase, 
because the wooden support bends inwards.
forza e moto
li angolj fatti dall aria che circhunda 
lestremjta de sostentachulj maj fara la loro 
grandeza allchuna mvtatione permvtatione 
che ffacj esso sostentachulo li angoli achuti 
.a.e. dimjnuendo e li ottusi cresscano .f. 
b. pero i legno che sostiene si storcie in 
dentro ( T3 )
The first words of T3 seem to indicate a concern for the flow of air around bodies ( 
'sostentachulj' ), but maybe Leonardo was designating angles in the external part of the 
system; i.e. angles in the part bordering with the air. I f  so, T3 D3 would form a unit 
concerned with deformation of bodies and having nothing to do with flow of air
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Here, the impact produces 3 effects. First, the 
quick contact and the sound. Second, the fast 
penetration of the point of the nail. Third, the 
jump of the hammer behind the board. Thus, 
the impact drives first the point of the nail, 
before the hammer (behind )is displaced.
Quj fa il cholpo 3 effettj prima il suo presto 
chontatto effa il sono 2o. presteza sie 
lentrare della punta del chiodo 3a. il 
balzo che ssa il martello dirieto all asse i 
modo che il cholpo a prima messa dentro la 
punta del chiodo chel martello sia sbalzato. 
( T4 )
Impact
If you hit with the hammer .o. the cube .q., the 
iron .m. will jump out.
colpo
se daraj chol martello .o. nel quadro .q. il 
ferro .m. saltera fora. ( T6 )
If you hit with the hammer . p . the cube .r . , 
the iron . n. will penetrate into such cube. se daraj chol martello .p. nel quadro .r. il 
ferro .n. enterra in esso quadro. ( T7 )
Although impact in solid mechanics is not like impact in fluid mechanics, some 
important analogies exist, and they must not have escaped the inquiring mind of Leonardo. 
It is very important to investigate analogical thinking in the manuscripts o f Leonardo 
(Macagno 1982,1985b, 1986c). During this study of the Ms C, I  have experimented with 
different hammers, blocks o f wood and nails, and I can say that Leonardo seems to have 
been correct in certain cases, but not in general, concerning the hammer placed behind the 
block in D4. I  found rewarding, in the difficult task o f translator , to be able to use the 
laboratory methodology in my attempts to gain insight into the meaning of many of the 
drawings and writings of Leonardo.
I have rendered 'quadro' as "cube"; I  could have used instead "block" or "prism" . 
The literal translation "square" would not take the sketches into account (see D6andD7 
on the page facing this one).
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Naturally, if people want to know when 
the rain begins, they look into that air 
which is between the eye and some dark 
place. Then the thin lines one sees in the 
air, when the small water drops are 
illuminated are easily detected against 
such dark areas. But people deem the next 
and first lines to be the last ones, and to 
almost touch the dark place, not realizing 
that sometimes such a dark place is quite 
distant, and it would be impossible to see 
even a tower in its neighborhood.
Naturalmente li omjnj se voliano 
chonosciere del chomjcia la piova guardano 
in quella aria che ssi trova infralì ochio e 
qualche locho osschur e allora i sottilj fili che 
per le piciole gociole dell acqua
aparischa nell aria essendo allumjnati chon 
facilita si uegano in essi chanpi schuri ma li 
omjnj givdichanj i propiquj e primj fili 
essere li vltimj e quasi tochare i locho 
osscuro non sauendo che qualche volta esso 
locho schuro e tanto lontano che inpossibile 
sare potere vedervi vna tore vicina. ( T5 )
T5 D5 is of interest because rain is a flow phenomenon, and Leonardo discusses in 
this passage a way o f observing it. It is interesting to remember that he had some notion 
of thin jets being actually made o f strings of drops. We may want to compare the 'fili' 
that Leonardo mentions in T5 with fictitious thin jets.
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Of the flow of air and water.
This air which confines with, and continually 
flows over this terrestrial machine, is mixed 
with humidity similar to that mixed with the 
earth. Of such humidity, what is superfluous 
falls back continually on the Earth each 24 
hours, and raises again quite high, attracted 
by the heat of the Sun , and it is retained there 
above by it, as long as it is in our hemisphere. 
Then, when it is abandoned, after its departure, 
because it is still heavy it falls back to the 
Earth. And this humidity is called dew in 
summer, and in winter is called frost because 
the cold condenses and freezes i t
del moto dell aria e dell acqa 
Questa aria la quale chonfina e chontinvamente 
si move sopra questa tereste machina e mjsta 
chon simjle vmjdita acquella chon che mjsta la 
tera la quale vmjdita chontinvamente vna 
volta in 24 ore la sua superfluità richade alla 
tera e poi risale tirata dal chalore del sole 
alquanto in alto e da cquello sostenuta tanto 
quanto eso sta nel nostro emjsperio poi da 
cquello per la sua partita rimanendo 
abandonata perche anchora e ponderosa 
richade alla tera e cquesta vmjdita di state e 
detta rugiada e di uemo perche il ffedo la 
strignje e diacia e detta brinata. (TI )
I  think that the two sketches DI 2 , beside Tl, are not related to the meteorological 
question discussed in this paragraph. I believe that D l and D2 are optical sketches.
In this paragraph, I have chosen to use a terminology which would reflect closely 
that o f Leonardo. This resulted in using "humidity" instead of "moisture" and "confines" 
instead o f "borders" J  know that, in common language, "to confine" does not mean ( any 
longer ) "to border with", but I  think that we are still far from wanting to render Leonardo's 
writings in common language, being, as we are, doubtful about many o f his statements. 
When I considered that Leonardo was speaking o f our planet, I  have used "Earth" instead 
of "earth", which I have saved for the soil on which we walk.
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Force and weight
The force pushes always toward the 
beginning of the place where it originates, 
while the weight pushes toward the place of 
its departure. The places where the force is 
bom can be infinite, but the origin of the 
weight is only one, i.e., the Earth
forza e peso
la forza spingie senpre in verso il principio 
de locho doue e nata el peso spingie in verso 
il locho della sua partita i lochi dove la forza 
nasscie possano essere infinjti el locho del 
peso e vn solo cioè la tera ( Tl )
Of the jump.
After impact, .a. goes up more than .b. in 
a proportion equal to that in which the 
incidence on the ground .e. is more distant 
from .c. than .d. is.
del balzo
tanto quanto .a. si leua dopo la 
perchussione piv che .b. tanto .b. fia 
perchosso in terra lontano da .c. che non 
fia .d. ( T2 )
.a.b.c.d define three equal spaces on a piece 
of iron. The iron has been bent into half a 
circle. That one-third segment which is in the 
middle of the other two will be wider 
transversely (along .n.m ) than along .o.p. 
in the proportion of .the length .o.p. to (the 
length ).m.n.
.a.b.c.d. sono 3 hequalj spati n vn ferro il 
quale ferro se ffia piegato i mezo circhulo 
quella terza parte che ssi troverà i mezo 
all altre fia tanto piv larga per grosseza 
che .o.p. quanto .o.p. si fa piv lungo che 
.m.n. ( T3 )
The sketch DI shows quite clearly what Leonardo failed to explain distinctly 
in T2. I  have tried to give a rendition which takes this into account. In modern 
notation, what Leonardo wanted to say is that aA : bB = ce : cd. (I have added 
the letters A, B to D l ). In other words (also in modern scientific language ), what 
Leonardo was expressing in T2 D l was that the restitution coefficient is a function of 
the angle o f impact. Note also that Leonardo tends to express almost any law in terms 
of direct or inverse proportionality; all this should help any translator to give 
reasonably good versions, or to anybody to read Leonardo with more clarity.
The phenomenon described in T3 D2,3 is more akin to flow phenomena than 
that in T2 D l. Before writing my version, I  undertook to experiment with several 
materials and thus noticed the "fattening" effect described by Leonardo (in terms of 
an inverse proportionality ). The reader can easily observe this effect by carefully 
examining an Allen wrench so that he sees the difference in width between the inner 
and outer sides in the bent part of the wrench (use a large size !). I  am confident that 
this use of the laboratory methodology helped very much in giving a more accurate 
version ofT3.
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Of impact
Because the duration of the impact is indivisible, 
similarly to the contact which causes such an impact 
the action is so fast that there is no time for that 
impact to be transferred to the base of the object 
impacted with so much speed that the impact has 
(not) subsided already in the upper part. This is 
analogous to the stone that the mason breaks in his 
hand with the hammer without violence or injury to 
that hand.
It is because of this that in the iron .a.b, which is hit 
by the impact of the hammer on its top part .a, that 
part has initially responded to the nature of the 
impact rather than to the nature of impact transferred 
to its base .b. Hence, the top dilates more than the 
base. From this it follows that the sculptors do on 
their marble a better work with a pointed hammer 
than with a chisel struck by a hammer.
Also, a very sharp sword will cut a handkerchief in 
the middle of the air.
del colpo
Perche il tenpo del cholpo e indivisibile a 
ssimjlitudine del chontatto chavsa desso cholpo la 
sua operatione e di tanta presteza che il tenpo non 
chonciede a esso cholpo strasferirsi ne fondamentj 
delle chose battute chon tanta velocita che il cholpo 
già non sia morto nelle superiori partj a 
ssimjlitudine del mvratore che ssi ronpe chol martello 
la pietra in mano sanza violenza o dano dessa mano e 
per questo il fero .a.b. sendo offeso dal cholpo del 
martello nella superiore sua parte .a. essa parte a 
prima obbedito alla natura del cholpo che alla natura 
del trasferirlo alla sua basa .b. onde la stremjta 
salarga piv chella basa e di quj seguta chelli schultori 
fano sopra i loro marmj mjgliore operatione di 
leuare chol martello achuto che chollo scharpello 
battuto dal martello.
anchora vna tagliete spada taglierà il panetto per 
laria. ( T 4 )
Experiment on impact and the difference between 
weight and force
The impact, which is of very short, indeed indivisible, 
duration, immediately achieves great and rapid action 
on the object opposing it; this action ends before 
reaching the base of the impacted object Because of 
this, you will find greater widening at the top of the 
impacted object than at the bottom. And if you 
want to know how much greater is the 'potentia' 
of the impact on the impacted object, at the top 
than at the bottom, look at how many times the 
widening of the base .m.n. enters into that of the 
top .a.c., and the ratio .a.c. over .n.m. is also 
that of the greater violence exerted on .a.c. 
relative to that on .m.n. But if that object .a.m. 
is loaded with a weight or with a force, the 
dilation of .m.n will be equal to that of .a.c
because their ’potentie' are slower (in their 
propagation) than that of the impact.
pruova di cholpo e la diferenza che a chol peso e 
forza.
il cholpo perche a breuissima anzi indiujsibile vita 
subito fa nel opositione sua la sua grande e presta 
operatione la quale prima e finjta che peruenga alla 
basa della chosa perchosa onde per questo troveraj 
magiore allargamento nella cima della chosa 
perchossa che nella sua basa e sse vuollj sapere 
quanto sia magiore la potenza dello cholpo sopra la 
chosa perchossa nella sua cima che Ila sua basa 
guarda quanto lo alargamento della basa .m.n. 
entra in quello della cima .ax. e quanto .m.n. entra 
in . a.c. tanto .a.c. ricievera in se magior violentia 
che .m.n. E se detto sostentachulo .a.m. sia 
chalchata de peso o forza tanto salargera .m.n. 
quanto .ax. perche sono piv tarde le loro potentie 
che quella del cholpo. ( T6 )
In D4 and D6, Leonardo considered permanent changes in shape . To understand better Leonardo's 
discussions ( T4 and T6 ) I  have done some experimentation myself before writing my version ofT4,6. More 
laboratory study is needed, but if  one works with different materials and with enough variation o f the 
parameters involved, one must conclude that Leonardo actually did the tests he describes in T4,6. For those 
interested in water-hammer phenomena, note that we have here a discussion o f a similar phenomenon. ( 
See Bergeron 1950, article on impact on a bar with a fixed end, although for the elastic range only. )
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Of the sound made by the percussion.
The sound cannot reach the ear, even from 
close vicinity, before the eye has already seen 
the contact of the impact. The reason is the 
following: if we agree that the duration of the 
impact is indivisible and that the action of the 
impact does not achieve its dilation without 
taking time, and that no impacted body can 
resound during the time that the impacting 
object touches that body, and that the sound 
does not go in zero time from the impacted 
body to the ear, you will agree that the 
impacting object must separate from the 
impacted body before this impacted body is 
able to develop any vibration; and not being 
so, it cannot give its sound to the ear.
del sono fatto dalla perchussione 
il sono non po da si presa visinjta dorechio 
essere vldito che llochio non abia prima 
visto il chontatto del cholpo e Ila ragion sie 
questa se noj concediano il tenpo del cholpo 
essere indiujsibile e che Ila natura desso 
cholpo non adoperi i nel chorpo batuto la 
sua dilatatione sanza tenpo e che nessuno • 
chorpo batuto possa resonare in mentre che la 
chosa che batte tocha esso chorpo e che dal 
chorpo battuto all orechio la voce non uadi 
sanza tenpo tu chonciederaj essere prima la 
chosa batente seperata e diujsa dalla chosa 
battuta che essa battuta chosa possi in se 
pigliare alcuna resonanza e non la pigliando 
non la po dare all orechio. ( T5 )
Once more, in this folio, Leonardo states that the duration of the impact is nil ( V  
tenpo del cholpo essere indiujsibile' ) . This is an assumption that we find in simplified 
studies o f impact o f solid bodies in our times. But we have also experimental evidence that, 
although very short, the impact is a process that takes some time; i.e. the two bodies are in 
contact for some time however brief. There are striking photographs, like those of Prof. H. 
Edgerton, which show the phases of the process of impact (see, e.g. Den Hartog 1961 ) 
Hamburger, among others, measured the time of contact o f impacting bodies which were 
confirmed by calculations due to H. Hertz (Perucca 1953 ). I f  one has some knowledge of 
dimensional analysis ( Macagno 1971) it is easy to derive a qualitative expression for the time 
of contact o f elastic spheres o f given diameter, modulus o f elasticity, and density. Note that 
in the second part ofT5, Leonardo continues the discussion on the assumption that the time of 
contact is not zero but finite. Note also that he says nothing about the speeds of 
propagation of either light or sound. Further study is warranted to elucidate how well was 
Leonardo able to see that for some discussions one should assume zero time o f contact and 
for others one must take it into account. To me, all this is not yet clear, and I must grant that 
it hinders me in the effort to offer an English version.
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Impact.
The impact cuts the iron which is on the 
anvil at the point .a; weight or force would 
never do it.
colpo
Il chopo taglierà il fero posto sopra 
lanchudine nel punto .a. e il peso o Ila 
forza mai lo farebbe. ( TI )
Weight and force.
The weight .c.d. makes the pulleys .a.b. 
move away and up, relative to their vertical 
line, toward the beam that holds the pulleys; 
thus the line .b.n. divides in equal angles 
the angle .a.b.d.
pesso e fforza
Il peso .c.d. fa che Ile rozelle .a.b. 
esscano fori della lor perpendichulare linja e 
ssalzano achostandosi al trave che Ile 
sostiene i modo che la linja .b.n. chade 
infra equalj angolj sopra langolo .a.b.d. ( 
T2 )
Impact.
Because the impact is faster than the motion, 
the object that is impacted, even if it is in 
motion, responds first to the action of such 
an impact than to the expected (ordinary) 
increase in motion.
colpo
perche il cholpo e piv presto chel moto la 
chosa tocha d i  cholpo ben che ssia i moto 
obedisscie prima all effetto desso cholpo 
che al chavsato acrescimento del moto. (T3)
Perspective.
If you make the Sun rays pass through 
the star-shaped orifice, you will see beautiful 
effects of perspective in the percussion made 
by the passing Sun (rays).
prospettala
se ffaraj passare i razi del sole per lo 
spiracholo in forma di stella uederaj belli 
effeti di prosspettjua i nella perchussione 
fatta del passato sole. ( T4 )
What Leonardo called 'colpo' in TI and T3 , has been called in modern mechanics an 
"impulsive force" capable o f producing "an instantaneous change in velocity but no change in 
position" ( see, e.g., Synge and Griffith 1949) An impulsive force is a concept different from that 
of an ordinary force, just as 'il colpo' is different from 'il peso o la forza' in the example of 
Leonardo in T 1. A translator who knows the science o f mechanics can surely see the link 
between T1 and T3 and try to give the true sense o f T3. Of course, the reader needs also to 
know some mechanics to grasp Tl,3 Dl,3. There is a profound conceptual difference between 
'colpo' and 'forza', and it seems that it was well perceived by Leonardo, and not by all of his 
readers. Impulsive force is not just faster or swifter than an ordinary force; it does not even have 
the same physical dimensions ( see again Synge and Griffith 1949, chapter on impulsive motion). 
Remember that Leonardo says more than once that the impact or the percussion is 'indivisibile ', 
meaning that it happens in zero time.
In T2,1 would consider a mistake to render 'perpendichulare' as "perpendicular" instead 
of "vertical” ( See reasons for this in Macagno 1988c). I have included T2 in this analysis 
because it reveals some understanding of composition of forces.
T4 has been included because I  think that there is a possibility of Leonardo considering in 
some other place the analogy between the flow of light through an orifice and that of water 
through the same orifice.
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It is possible to know how much wine is drawn from a 
vessel more or less full in a given amount, knowing 
only the diameter of it ( the vessel, or the orifice?). Do 
as follows: Receive the wine flowing out of the vessel 
and after the curvilinear part becomes nearly vertical. 
And receive it first in .a.n. at the point .n. and note 
the point .n. After that, receive .b. at the point .m., 
and put the plumb line .f. in line with the point at 
which the wine surface, inside meets its vessel. The 
ratio of .o.p. over .a.o. will be exactly equal to 
.f.m. over .f.n., being the orifices of the vessel and 
the thickness of the wood of uniform size.
puossi chonossciere quanto sia tratto il ujno dun 
vasello piv alto o piv basso e cquanto sapiendo 
solamente il diamjtro desso fa chosi ricieve il uino 
quando e chaduto fori del uasello e dopo la sua 
churvatione seridotto alquanto perpendichulare linja 
e ricieuj in prima .a.n. nel locho .n. e nota, il punto 
.n. dipoj ridevi .b. nel punto .m. e ponj chol filo 
pionbato .f. apunto doue il ujno di dentro chonfina 
dinanzi chol suo vaselo e tanto quanto .a.o. entra 
in .o.p. tanto .f.n. entera a proportjone in .f.m. 
apunto esendo i busi del uaselo dequal grandeza e 
chosi il legno di grosseza. ( T5)
Experiment to find the rule for these flows. You 
will make the experiment with a bag with many 
nozzles of equal diameter mounted along a line. I 
estimate roughly that the middle of the arc .d. will be 
farther under its vertical line through .h. in the 
proportion that .c. raises higher than .d ; i.e., the 
lower is .d.. than .c., the farther will be .h. from .o. 
than .g. It is true that all the nozzles that pour the 
water should be on a horizontal plane, have the same 
length , and be bent to different places.
pruova per fare regola di questi moti farala chor una 
baga piena dacqa cho molte chanelle di pari buso 
poste per una linja. Io givdicho chosi di grosso che 
tanto quanto .c. si leua piv alto che .d. tanto il 
mezo dell archo .d. si ritroverà piv lotano sotto il suo 
perpendichulare in .h. cioè tanto quanto .d. fia piv 
basso di .c. tanto .h. fia piv lontano da .0. che 
.g. vero e chelle chanelle che gittan laeque voliano 
tutte nascere sun un piano a liuello e di medesima 
lungeza e poi piegati a 
diuersi siti. ( T6 )
Ms C 7 V T6 D3
Mud.
The bodies of the same material and of different weight 
which are laid upon soft mud will make equal depth 
of penetration.
fango
I pesi dequale materia e equale alteza e di uarij pesi 
posati sopra lo tenero fango faranno infra loro equale 
profondità dinpresione. (T6)
In Ms C 7R T5 and T6, the pressure is generated differently . Leonardo was fully aware of jet 
behavior which is independent o f the way in which the pressure is generated. This is probably the most 
important result in T5,6 together with the notion of the asymptotic behavior of the jets. I  have analyzed 
some aspects o f these experiments in my papers ( Macagno 1985b,1987a,c.). It is interesting to relate these 
two experiments to others in Leonardo's notebooks and see how he used properties o f the jets (not always 
accurately, however) to deduce the pressure distribution in vessels and bags loaded by weights (Macagno 1982). 
Further study of the hydrodynamic aspects is needed.
In Ms C 7\/ T7 D 3, we have one o f the instances in which Leonardo dealt with the flow of what 
we call now non-Newtonian fluids. Unfortunately what he recorded seems to be only a trivial result. This 
results from my interpreting that D3 shows bodies o f equal height; the weights would then be proportional 
to the areas o f contact, resulting on the same specific load for all cases.
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Ms C 15R T l D1
If two balls impact together at right angles, the 
small one will depart more from its initial path 
than the larger one, in proportion to their sizes.
se 2 balle si cholpirano insieme per retto angolo 
elli vsscira tanto piv del suo inchomjnciato 
chorso luna cheli altra 
quanto fra mjnore luna cheli altra. ( TI )
77 and D l contain imprécisions which cannot be ignored by any translator. InTl ,  
Leonardo did not say whether the material, or the speed, was supposed to be the same; in Dl 
one can see only one o f the many possible configurations at the moment of impact. This sketch 
appears to indicate central impact o f the small ball onto the large one, as the latter is passing just 
in front o f the former. D l seems to suggest that Leonardo expected the angle between paths, 
after impact, to be 903, which is not generally true. Note that in his drawing, Leonardo, made 
BA < EA < CA, and DA nearly equal to CA. Because he did not specify all the 
conditions o f this impact, it is difficult to tell whether he was correct or not, when indicating 
EAD as a 9& angle (The letters A, B, C, D, E have been added. )
I  have tried to render ' si cholpirano insieme ' with the same degree o f redundancy ; 
and ' quanto sia mjnore luna chell altra ' with the same imprecision by using " in 
proportion to their sizes ". Note that "size" is not a very precise word, because it leaves us 
without knowing if we are referring to length, or surface, or volume, or mass. Presumably, 
Leonardo thought o f balls o f the same material and o f different diameters, and I could have 
ventured into saying " in proportion to their diameters". I  prefer to leave the reader with 
doubts, if I  have them myself.
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Ms C 15R T2,3,4 D2
The rod, or the cord, which is vibrated 
rapidly will seem to be double.
Vibration of a knife stuck into a table top; it 
will seem to be 2 (knives.)
This happens when a knife is thrust (into a 
table top) and the upper end is pushed to one 
side and let go; it oscillates many times. 
Something analogous occurs when the cord 
of a lute is tested to see if it is good. The 
duplication occurs because the moving object 
is quite faster at the middle of the 
displacement than at the extreme positions; 
because after reaching one or the other of the 
extremes it stops and then starts moving 
back. Thus, by stopping at the extreme 
positions of the motion it impresses in the 
eye two images of the same moving object. 
But tell me, why a faulty cord of a lute 
makes, when it collapses, two, three, and 
sometimes, four images.
Quella verga o chorda che chon presteza 
dimenata fia para essere duplichata. (T2 )
Moto duno coltello fitto sopra ja tavola che 
paran 2. ( T3 )
Questo achade quando vno choltello e fitto e 
che sforzato si tira cholla tessta da jo de lati 
esse lasscia andare che molte volte si sscote 
el simjle achade nella chorda dun leuto 
quando si proua se e bona e Ila duplicatione 
achade perche il moto fatto insino allo stremo 
del corso della cosa mossa e assaj piv veloce 
ce nello stremo perche esso stremo quando e 
ito quello chel uole si ferma e da volta 
indirietto e ffermandosi nell uno e nel altro 
stremo del moto e neciessario che llocio 
inprema 2 simjlitudine duna medesima cosa 
mossa ma dimmj perche una corda falsa di 
liuto nell crollarsi 2 et tre simjlitudine e alle 
volte 4. ( T4 )
T2,3,4 is good description and explanation o f the way we see deformable bodies 
undergoing relatively rapid oscillations. Leonardo shows a very good understanding of the 
kinematics o f the motions described. Note that, at least, in this place, Leonardo does not make 
any reference to the reason why images stay in our vision system for some time (' llocio 
inprema 2 simjlitudine').
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Ms 15R T5, T6
Whether one water mixes with another as 
they intersect, if they are of equal flow and ' 
potentia '.
se una acqua intersegando laltra si miscia con 
quella essendo di pari corso e potentia. ( T5 )
Of water
If it is not by violence, no part of the water 
element will go up or make itself more distant 
from the common center. No violence is 
lasting.
dellacqa
Nessuna parte dello aquatico elemento si leuera 
o ssi fara piv distante dal comvn dentro se 
non per uiolentia Nessuna violentia he 
durabile ( T6 )
T5 is a statement which is related to similar somewhat ampler notes on mixing of 
water streams (See discussion by Macagno 1982 o f CM I 132R). The answer to this question 
does not seem to exist in the extant documents o f Leonardo.
T6 is a statement, which seems to anticipate those o f later date in the history of 
science, about the need for work ( 'violentia') to be done to alter the equilibrium of the water 
sphere.
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Ms C 15R T7 to 17, D4 to 7
a) This is a straight water channel of 
uniform width and depth and slope, in which 
the flow is at one mile per hour.
a. egli e vn diritto chanale dacqua equale 
latitudine e profondità e obliquità il quale si 
move vno miglio per ora. ( T7 )
b) In that channel, double the width between 
sides while the slope of the bottom remains 
the same. It is asked first: what will be the 
flow (rate?) of the water, passing ordinarily 
and continually through the channel?
sia a esso chanale allargato largine in dupla 
largeza el fondo dequale obliqujta al primo si 
domanda che moto fara laequa che ordinaria 
e chontinva per esso chanale passa. ( T8 )
Let the banks (distance) of such a channel 
be reduced to one half and 
determine the hourly flow of its water.
Let us make the channel twice as deep over 
the middle two of four parts and determine 
the flow (rate ? )
Let us make the channel into a meandering 
and sinuous one and let us ask what will the 
hourly flow be.
Let us raise the bottom of the first channel 
over three of the four parts of its length.
Of the jumps of water falling over a 
whirlpool.
Of the test of how much more does water 
resist than air.The weights be of lead.
Of gaging the water that drives(?) the mills. 
Of lifting water by means of its own fall.
Of the siphon.
sia a esso chanale ristretto largine in subdupla 
proportione e detto che moto essa sua acqua 
fara per ora. ( T9)
sia esso chanale profondato il dopio de delle 4 
parte della sua lungeza le due di mezo e detto il 
moto dell acqua. (T10)
sia esso chanale fatto di serpegiante e 
flessuoso corso e domandasi che corre per ora. 
( T l l )
sia al primo chanale alzato il fondo delle 4 
parti le 3 della sua lungeza. ( T12 )
Della sisaltatione dell acqa chadente sopra vn 
corgo. (TI3)
della prova quanto resiste piv laequa cheli 
aria chadente sopra vn corgo. ( T14 ) E 
pesi sieno pionbo. ( D7 )
del pesare laequa per fare i mvlinj ( T15)
di leuare laequa per chavsa de sua caduta. ( 
T16 )
Della cicognola. ( T 17 )
This list o f problems and topics should be studied together with other lists in several 
notebooks. (See, e.g., Macagno 1988a for lists in the Codex Hammer). There are more 
proposed problems in this folio (See T18 to 23 ). These lists deserve careful study because 
they are very revealing in many cases, of an understanding of problems that were considered 
important or worth studying (Macagno 1986 a ).
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Ms C 15R T18,19,20
Consider two channels of equal width,current (?) 
and depth which intersect at right angles. Let us 
have them intersecting at different angles, acute or 
obtuse. Let one be twice as wide as the other. Let 
the velocity in the narrow one be twice the 
velocity in the wide one. Let a river receive another 
with all the variety of angles and currents (?), 
widths and depths.
Let us have,in a river, silt, mud, wooden debris (?), 
gravel, sand, sediment (in suspension?), timber, 
and branches mixed with its flow.Let us consider a 
river with cavernous and rounded banks, and 
stones, plants, weeds and reeds. Let us have great 
stones in that river. Let us have wind (blowing) 
against it which is as powerful as the river, and also 
in all degrees more or less (powerful). Let us have 
in the river several water currents and lines ( or 
waves?) We ask that the bottom (shape) be 
predicted by knowing the water surface (shape).
Let us make defenses against the erosion of the 
banks. Let us damage the banks. Let us put at such 
banks mud, sand, or wood and stones. Let the 
river dig a trench by itself. Let the river meander by 
itself. And let us make the meander become 
straight
sia due canalj dequale largeza e chorso e 
profondità che ssintersegino chon angoli 
retti sieno essi fiumj intersegati chon uari 
acuti o hottusi sia il doppio piv largo limo 
che laltro sia il dopio piv chorente 
lostretto chel largo vno fiume ricieua vn 
altro con tutte le uarieta ciangoli e chorsi e 
largeze e profondità (T18)
vno fiume abia lita fango legnjo solato 
giara rena et torbido e llegniame e ffrache 
mjste chol suo chorso sia vn fiume che 
abi cavernose e ssmusse le sua argine e 
ssassi e piante e herbe e givnchj sia 
esso fivme con gran sassi siagli vento 
contro che possa quant esse e in tutti gradi 
di piv e di mancho sia nel fiume vari moti 
e liniamenti dacqa dimandasi per la 
superfitie la cognjtion del fondo. (T 19)
sia fatti ripari alle mine dell argine sia fatte 
rovinare largine sia fatto porre a essa 
argine fang o rena o legnj e sassi sia fatto 
fare al fivme vna fossa sia per se fatto 
torcere sia il torto fatto diritto. ( T 20 )
T18 to 20 presents an ambitious program o f field observation and experimentation in 
fluvial hydraulics. Note, e.g., that Leonardo considered causing experimental bank scour 
which we would probably not be able to undertake in a society more vigilant about tampering 
with the environment. I  believe that one o f the questions is very representative of Leonardo as a 
research engineer: ' dimandasi per la superfitie la cognition del fondo'.
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Ms C 15R T21,22,23
Two waters impinge each other in a cascade and 
fall down intertwined together.
Let us draw water from the bottom of a channel. I 
ask what the water at the surface and at the bottom 
does, and from where the water comes. Of water 
that flows and has an orifice underneath. Water 
flowing below and not above. Water flowing above 
and not below. Water flowing in the middle and 
neither below nor above. Water of uniformly 
(distributed) flow. Water that makes vortices above 
and not below. Water that makes vortices below 
and not above. Water that flows in the middle of the 
rivers and not on the sides, and (water) that flows 
on the sides and not in the middle.
Let us have water entering with impact in a channel. 
Let us have it entering transversely, or through two 
channels, and becoming one. Let us divide the 
channel into two equal parts, and then let it become 
one. In that channel, let us make protuberances in 
the bottom, and trenches and round bends in the 
banks, and bends of different angles, and flat areas 
(?) in the bottom,and let us vary the bottom here and 
there relative to the banks. Let us make trenches 
facing each other in between the two banks, and the 
bottom higher in the middle. And let us make the 
opposite (also). Let us put stones close to the 
(water) surface. And stones which protrude over the 
water. And let us put embankments (?) with locks.
due acque givnte a vna chaterata insieme 
perchotino e chascino in basso insieme 
intersegate. ( T 21 )
Dun fondo dun canale si traga acqua 
domando che ffa in superfitie e quelo nel 
fondo e di che locho venga essa acqua 
dun acqua che corra e sotto abbi vn buso 
Acqua che chorra di sotto e non di sopra 
acqua che chorra di sopra e non di sotto 
acqua che chore i mezo e non di sotto o di 
sopra acqua dequal corso. Acqua che ffa 
retrosi di sopra e non di sotto acqa che ffa 
retrosi di sotto e non di sopra acqua che 
core i mezo di fiumi e non da parte e che 
core da parte e non nel mezo. ( T22 )
Entri laequa con perchussione in esso 
canale entri traversa entri con due canali 
e ffaciasi uno partasi il canale i mezo in 
due e po si congivnga Sia fatto in esso 
canale gobbi nel fondo e fosse e gomjtj 
tendine largine e gomjtj di uarie angolj e 
fondi con jspiagie e variato il fondo or di 
qua e ora di la da llargine Sia fatte fosse a 
riscontro infra lluna e laltra argine e alto il 
fondo im mezo sia fato pel contrario Sia 
messi sassi visini alla superfitie Sia messi 
sassi che superin laequa Sia messi spai co 
civse.( T23 )
727 is related to a number o f other texts in the notebooks o f Leonardo. He seems to 
have been fascinated by the behavior o f impinging jets and o f jets impinging on water 
nappes. I have done experiments that show that he was generally correct in his description of 
these phenomena. ( Macagno 1982,1986a, 1988a.)
T22 j23 contain more proposed questions in need of an answer, or experiments and 
observations to be performed. ( See T7 to T20 also. ) I  have referred to the value of these 
profuse lists and to a way of evaluating them in Macagno 1988a.
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Ms C 16R T3 DI, T4 D2
Of the reflected motions 
I wish to determine why the material and the 
spiritual (ideal ?) motions, after impacting on 
an object, jump back making equal angles.
de motj rifressi
Io desidero definire perche i motj chorporej e 
spiritualj. dopo la perchussione dalloro facta 
nell obiecto risaltino dirieto infra equalj angol 
(T3 )
Of material motions.
The sound of the echo, I say to be reflected 
from the impact (point) to the ear, in the 
way the impacts of the images of the objects 
are (reflected) by the mirrors. And in the 
same way as the image falls from the object 
into the mirror and from the mirror (bounces) 
to the eye making equal angles, the voice 
will fall and will bounce from the concavity 
of the first impact ( place) to the ear.
de motj chorporej
la buoce decho dico esser refressa dalla 
perchussione all orechio chome all ochio le 
perchussionj fatti nelli sspechi dalli spetie 
delli obiettj e ssi chome le simjlitudine 
chadente dalla chosa allo spechio ed da lo 
sspechio all ochio infra equalj angolj Cosi 
infra equali angolj chadera e risalterà la uoce 
nella choncavita dalla prima perchussione all 
orechio. ( T4 ).
The sketches D12 illustrate poorly the phenomena related through an analogy in T3,4, 
where Leonardo explains them passably well. Note that I  have used "image” where he used 
'spetie' and 'simjlitudine'. Analogies played an important role in Leonardian physics 
(Macagno 1982,1985b, 1986c. )
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Ms C 17V Tl,2 D1
Of the Sun mirrored in the water.
If the Sun is seen by all the seas in which it 
is day, all those seas are seen by the Sun. 
Hence all the illuminated water becomes a 
mirror of the Sun; its image is all in all that 
water and all in the eye's view (?). 
Therefore, I ask: why, when a ship sails and 
the Sun is visible, the eye does not see all the 
sea luminous, and instead (?) the Sun seems 
to move following the path of the ship?
del sole spechiato sopra lacqa 
se il sole e visto da tutti i mari channo il giorno 
tutti essi mari son visti dal sole adunque tutta 
laequa luminosa si fa spechio del sole per 
similitudine tutto in essa acqua e tutto nella 
parte pare all ochio domando adunque per che 
chagione quando il naviglio chamjna che 
vedendosi il sole lochio non vede il mare tutto 
lumjnoso e non senpre parere vn sole chamjnare 
sechondo il chamjno della barcha. ( TI )
The Sun makes as many pyramids ( or cones 
?) as are the holes and orifices it goes 
through with its rays, and as eyes of animals 
are there to look at itHence, because the Sun 
is always the base of each cone, the Sun 
reflected in the water seems to be as much 
under the water as it is above. And such a 
Sun becomes the base of a cone which ends 
at the eye. Such reflected Sun will appear as 
big as the section of the cone intersected by 
the surface of the water in .a.n. Let .t.r. be 
the water, .m. the Sun, .f. the Sun mirrored 
in the water, .S.h.c. be the cone of the 
mirrored Sun; .a.n. be the above said section 
of the cone.
Il sole fa tante piramjde quanto sono i busi e 
spiracholi donde posa cho sua rari penetrare e 
quanti sono li ochi delli anjmalj che lo 
riguardano adunque trovandosi senpre il sole 
esser la basa di ciaschuna piramjde il sole 
spechiandosi nell acqua pare all ochio essere 
tanto sotto essa acqua quanto elli e fori e esso 
spechiato sole si fa basa della piramjde che 
definjscie nell ochio e tanto para grande esso 
sole spechiato quanto fia grande la tagliatura 
della piramjde tagliata dalla superfitie dell acqua 
in . .a.n.—t.r. sia lacqa .m. il sole .f. il sole 
nell acqua spechiato .S.h.c. sia la piramjde del 
sole spechiato .a.n. sia la sopra detta tagliatura 
della piramjde (T2 )
Water surface as a mirror is o f interest both in fluid flow science and in painting. There 
are several passages on this topic in Leonardo's notebooks. (See, e.g., those in the Codex 
Hammer, Macagno 1988a)
Leonardo seems to have used 'piramide' for both pyramid and cone. For 'piramidi' 
which are so obviously "cones" I have preferred to say cone instead of 
pyramid.
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Ms C 22R T l, T8,9,10 D8,9,10
Water
The jump of the water will be higher from a 
bucket than from a large pool. The reason is that 
the water which is impacted will not be able to 
propagate its spreading from circle to circle, as it 
can do it in a pool, and because the water that is 
impacted finds itself close to the walls of the 
bucket, which are harder and more resistant 
than the surrounding water, it cannot expand 
into many waves; hence all the outflow turns 
back and up. Because of all of this,the water 
which is impacted by a pebble or a drop jumps 
higher when it is narrow than when it is 
wide.
acqua
il balzo dell acqa fia magiore inn vna sechia 
che in vn gran pelago la ragion sie chel 
laequa che pel cholpo fia battuta non potrà 
issmaltire la sua fuga di circhulo in circhollo 
chome farebbe in un gran pelago e perche 
laequa che battuta trova a sse per uicina le 
sponde della secha piv dure e resistente che 
laltra acqua non po in molte onde dilatarsi 
onde adiuiene che tutta la fuga si uolta in alto 
e pero piv salta laequa perchossa da sasso o 
gociola essendo stretta che essendo larga. ( 
T l)
Because the impact is the fastest and most 
powerful action that can be done by men, when 
the nail receives on its head that 'potentia' , it 
has already penetrated (the wood) and it has 
already yielded to the impact before the 
hammer opposing the impact has already 
moved away and responded. And because of 
this the nail goes well through (the wooden 
block).
perche il cholpo e Ila piv presta e poten te 
chosa che per li omjnj far si possa il chiodo 
ricieuendo sopra il suo chapo essa potentia e 
già penetrato e a obidito al cholpo prima chel 
martello obbosito a esso cholpo abbia cieduto 
e ha chonsentito e per questo il chiodo fa 
bona passata. ( T8 )
When the 'potentia' of the weight causing the 
impact on the nail is more powerful on the nail 
than its resistance, and the wood opposes the 
penetration of the nail, it happens that the nail 
bends under the impact and will not penetrate.
quando la potentia del peso chavsatore del 
cholpo sopra il chiodo e piv potente soppra il 
chiodo chel la sua resistentia e chel legnjo 
resiste a dare il passo a esso chiodo 
chonujne chel detto chiodo si torcha e non si 
fichi. (T9)
When the impact does not align itself with the 
nail, this nail will bend and will not penetrate.
Quando il cholpo non ua per la linja del 
chiodo esso chiodo si piegera e non si 
fichera. ( T10 )
Tl describes a hydrodynamic phenomenon for which there are illustrations in other 
notebooks o f Leonardo ( See Codex Hammer and Codex Madrid I ) In our TV screens there 
are daily illustrations of this phenomenon.
T8 describes an experiment similar to that in Ms C 5V T4 D4. All instances of 
impact, especially those involving important deformations, are o f interest if one is studying 
Leonardian science o f flow. In this case, the proximity o f Tl and T8,9, 10 (which are in the 
same page) strongly suggests analogical thinking on the part of Leonardo. I  see a possibility of 
discussing the analogy from the point of view of impact (both in liquids and solids), in the 
cases in which there is small resistance or large resistance.
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Ms C 22V T1 Dl; T2,3 D2; T7 D4
Remember to see what the weight of the wheel 
is that acts on the axis as resistance to the 
rotation of the wheel.
That first part of the log which is cut off from 
the end of the log hit by the cutting iron (or 
axe) will make a greater jump than any othe 
part taken away in the same hit.
The reason is that the part of the log which is 
first hit by the percussion, receives upon it the 
impact in the first degree of its 'potentia', and, 
because of this, goes farthest. The second part 
will jump less because the fury of the impact 
has already decreased, and the third and the 
fourth (will jump) less and less.
The chunk of the log, separated from the rest 
of the wood by the impact of the axe, will fly 
away from the remaining wood at an angle 
equi to the inclination of the impact
richordatì di uedere il peso della rota quello 
cheli adopera sul polo di difichulta chontro al 
suo voltare.( TI )
Quella prima parte del legnjo che per cholpo 
di tagliente fero fia spichata dalla stremjta del 
legno fia di magiore balzo che alchun altra 
parte leuata in esso medesimo cholpo. ( T2 )
la ragione sie chella parte desso legnjo che 
prima ricieve la perchussione ricieve sopra di 
se il colpo in primo grado di sua potentia e 
pero piv salontana la sechonda parte saltera 
meno perche la furia del colpo e già chalata 
ella 3a ella 4a meno di mano i mano.( 
T3)
Il pezo del legnjo seperato dall altro per 
cholpo di tagliente fere si partirà da esso 
rimanente legnjo per equale angolo a cquello 
della declinatione del cholpo. ( T7 )
T2,3,7 and D2,3,4 , concerned with the chopping o f wood, are o f interest to the fluid- 
mechanicist because they are on the same page with analogous phenomena o f flow of granular 
material and of diverse fluids, like water, air and fire. (See the texts T4,8,9,10 and the sketches D5,6 
on next page o f this monograph.) Although not expressed by Leonardo explicitly, I know enough of 
his interests to be sure that analogy was in his mind while writing this page. This page is important 
for a much needed comprehensive study of analogical thinking in the scientific and artistic works of 
Leonardo da Vinci.
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Ms C 22V T4,8,9,10 D5,6
Water, air, and fire accomplish similar effects 
in their jumping away from objects which 
come in their paths.
acqua aria e ffoco fano simjli effetti nelle 
risaltationj sopra li objettj che si 
chontrapongano ai lor chorsi. ( T4 )
For any body of dense surface which falls 
upon a resisting object, the angle of the 
reflection line will be equal to that of the line 
of incidence.
Ognj cosa di densa superfitie che chadera 
sopra resistente obbietto la linja del suo 
risaltamento fra di tale obliqujta quale fu la 
linja della incidentia (T8 )
When water, or some other thing, falls upon 
water, the water that receives the impact flows 
away under the percussion and flows around 
and above the impacting body, and becomes, 
on top of it, of conical shape.Finally it falls 
back to the common plane.
laequa o altra chosa che chada sopra laequa fa 
che essa acqa che ricieve il cholpo sallarga 
sotto esso cholpo e cichundalo e ssuperato la 
cagione desso cholpo passa sopra esso in 
forma piramjdale e poi richade al comun 
piano. (T9)
The reason for this is that, when a drop of 
water falls from a roof into another water, the 
part of the water that receives such an impact 
does not find place (where to go ?) and cannot 
run inside the surrounding water with the 
speed with which it is approached. For this, it 
would be necessary that it would have with 
itself too much weight to plunge down into so 
much water. Hence, having to yield to the 
thing that pushes it away from its place , and 
finding the surrounding water which does not 
receive the impact and is not ready for a similar 
yielding, this first (water) cannot penetrate the 
surrounding water, hence, it seeks the shortest 
way and runs into that thing that offers less 
resistance, that is the air. And that first circle 
surrounding the impacted place, closing back 
forcefully, because it was raised above the 
normal water surface, gathers the water that 
was running away in a conical shape. And if 
you would believe that the water which falls 
down is the same that jumps up, try with a 
pebble and you will indeed see the water 
jumping and not the pebble.
la ragione di questo sie che chadendo vna 
gocciola dacqa da uno tecto sopra altra acqa 
quella parte dell acqa che ricieve esso cholpo 
non po auere loco ne ffugire dentro alla altra 
acqua con quella velocita cheli e assalita 
perche bisognj erebe che ssi leuassi addosso 
tropo peso a entrare sotto tanta quantità 
dacqa onde avendo a obidire chola fuga di se 
al caciamento della cosa che Ila cacia del suo 
sito et trovando la uicina acqua che non 
ricieve il colpo che non e preparata a simjl 
fuga questa prima non po penetrare fra esso 
onde ciercha la uja piv brieue e corre infra 
quella cosa che Ile fa men resistentia cioè 
laria. E cquel primo circulo che circhunda il 
loco perchoso ricivdendosi con furia perche 
staua leuato fori della comvne superfitie dell 
acqa riduce laequa che fugiua in alto in forma 
piramjdale. E se tu credessi cheli acqua che 
chade fussi quella che balza fa chadere sopra 
laequa vn sasetto e vederaj medesimanente 
laequa e none il sasso balzare. ( T10 )
T4 implies analogical behavior of three fluids, one of which is in liquid state. This 
could be all right, for instance, for submerged jets, but the rest o f this page (i.e. T,8,9,10) 
obviously refers to somewhat different phenomena in which impulsive forces play a role. 
Further study is necessary,
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Ms C 23V T l; T2,4 DI; T3
Any part of the water in the midst of the 
rest of motionless water is also at rest with 
that water which is at the same level.
Ongnj parte dacqa infra 11 al tra aqua sanza moto 
diace di pari riposo chon quella che nel suo 
liuello situata fia. (Tl)
Here the experiment shows that if there 
were a lake of great size which were at rest 
without incoming or outgoing wind, and 
you would remove that part of height of the 
bank which is from the water surface 
down, all the water, from the cut of the 
bank up, would flow out over that cut, but 
it would not move or entrain with itself, 
out of the lake, any part of the water on top 
of which laid the water that flowed away.
Quj la ssperienza ne mosstra che sse fussi vn 
lago di grandissima largeza il quale in se 
diacessi sanza moto di uento dentrata o duscita. 
Ec che ttu leuasi vna mjnjma parte dell alteza di 
quela argine che ssi truoua dalla superfìtie dell 
acqua in giu. Tutta quell acqua che ssi truoua 
dal fine di detta tagliata argine in su passa per 
essa tagliatura e non moue o ttjrera chon seco 
fori del lago alchuna parte di quella acqa doue 
essa acqa mossa e partito diaceuva.(T2)
In this case, nature is governed by the law 
that infusively lives in it: that all the parts 
of the water surface sustained by the banks 
and without any inflow or outflow are 
equally distributed around the center of the 
world.
In questo chaso la natura constretta dalla 
ragione della sua legie che in llej infisamente 
ujue che ttutte le partj di quella superfine dell 
acque che sanza alcuna entratta o usscita da 
arginj sosstenute sono equalmette dal dentro 
del mondo situate sono. ( T3 ).
The demonstration is above. Let us say that 
the water of such a lake be sustained by 
banks .n.o and .a.f., and that .n.m.a.r. be 
oil which is placed over the water and that 
the cut in the bank be .n.m. I say that all the 
oil which is from .n. up will flow through 
that cut without entraining any part of the 
water under it.
la dimostratione sie di sopra didamo cheli acqua 
del detto lago da argine sosstenuta sia .n.o.a.f. 
ec che .n.m.r...i.a sia olio sopra a essa acqua 
sparso ec che essa tagliatura dell argine sia 
.m.n. dico che ttutto lofio che ssi truova da .n. 
in su passera per essa rottura sanza mouere 
alchuna parte dell acqua a lluj sottopossta ( T4 )
This is one of the few pages, in this manuscript, with complete topical unity. It is 
remarkable also in not leaving many reservations in my mind about offering a version in 
another language. It is also very interesting to the hydrodynamicist concerned with the analysis 
of the content. I  believe that it will be agreed that Leonardo speaks not of general experience on 
the subject at the beginning ofT2 , but about an experiment which he describes in T4 D I. 
Unfortunately such an interesting experiment is not a good analog of the situation he discusses 
in this page. But all this goes beyond the specific purpose of this monograph and belongs to 
future work on Leonardian fluid mechanics.
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Ms C 24R T2,D1
The sound produced in .n. will appear to the 
ear .f. to occur in in .s.
Il colpo dato in .n. para all orechio .f. che 
sia in .s. ( T2 )
A similar phenomenon is discussed in Ms C 5V T2 D2. Because these passages on 
acoustics are on folios with drawings and texts on propagation o f light, the suggestion that 
Leonardo was perceiving an optico-acoustical analogy is very strong. I  am calling such 
presumable analogies, "potential analogies". This is the reason for rendering, in this place, 
'colpo' as "sound" and not as stroke or impact. Besides , the ear senses the sound waves and 
not the percussion at .n.
On analogies and Leonardian analogical thinking ,1 and others have written 
recently. ( See, e.g., Macagno 1982,1985b,1986c, Kemp 1982,1986. )
Ms C 24V T3 D4
During the motion of this wheel the weights 
.a.b.c.d. desire to go away from the axis and 
because of this the cords remain straight
nel moto di questa rota i pesi .a.b.c.d. 
desiderano partirsi dal dentro e po le sue 
chorde stanno diritte. (T3 )
A knowledge of elementary physics seems important to understand this passage and 
to give a reasonably good version and interpretation. Speaking in terms of centrifugal force 
(which is as correct as referring to Coriolis force, or to Reynolds stresses in fluid dynamics), 
the cords with their hanging weights become radially oriented even if the wheel is in a vertical 
plane. I  have done the experiment and taken some fast speed photographs to prove the point. 
The related question o f Leonardo's understanding the centrifugal forces and centrifugal 
pumping of water is a very interesting one, and needs certainly more investigation. ( Macagno 
1975-85, 1986b.)
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Ms C 24V T1 Dl,2; T2 D3
If water impacts on the obstacle .a, it will 
deflect against the bank at .b. and there it 
will damage and erode the place that receives 
the percussion. If you want to avoid this 
damage, remove the obstacle in .a.; or 
otherwise: put opposite across .a. an 
obstacle similar to .a. where the water may 
impact as shown by .c.d. In this way, the 
water streams deflecting ( away from .c.d. ) 
will cancel each other in the middle of the 
river at the point .f. ; hence, the water 
impact, by being first weakened by breaking 
it, will not be able to cause damage to the 
opposite bank.
sell acqua perchotera i nell opositione .a. ella 
risalterà in nell argine .b. e llj minerà e 
guasterà quella parte che ricieve la 
perchussione. E sse uoj a cquesto difecto 
riparare leua via j locho doue perchote 
laequa in .a. Oueramente tu meteraj a 
riscontro ad .a. vn altra simile chosa ad .a. 
doue llacqua possa perchotere chome si 
dimostra in .c.d. e i chorsi dell acque 
risaltanti si chonteranno e ssi ronperanno 
luna laltra nel mezo del fiume i nel punto .f. 
onde la perchussione dell acqua essendo 
prima indebolita per lo suo ronpimento 
non potrà fare dannjficatìone all opposita 
riva. (TI )
How can the great stones be overturned by 
the water ?
Know that the stones are overturned by the 
water, because the water either goes around 
or flows over them. When the water flows 
around, it comes together subsequently, and 
it digs in front of the stone the encountered 
soil or sand; once the water has undermined 
the stone, this overturns spontaneously. 
When the water flows over, it falls down 
after the overflow and, with the force of the 
impact, penetrates the local water from the 
surface to the bottom, and erodes and 
carries away the supporting material and 
again the stone tumbles. And thus the stone 
goes along the entire river. And if a small 
stone sits in front of the big one, the water 
by the same and similar ways will dislodge 
i t . Because of this, the stones are overturned 
on the beds of the running rivers.
come e possibili che i gran sassi sieno votati 
dall acqa.
sapi eh e sassi sono dal acq voltati perche 
essa acqua o li circhunda o llj supera se Ili 
circhuda lacua dopo lluj si ritrova 
intersegandosi insieme e chaua dinanzi al 
sasso loposto tereno o ssabbione e schalzato 
cheli a esso sasso per se medesimo da la volta 
E sse laequa lo supera essa acqua dopo il 
superare il sasso chade per linja e per forza 
del cholpo penetra dalla superfitie al fondo 
dell altra acqua e rode e rimove schalzando il 
sasso dallj oppositj sostentachuli jn modo 
che anchora luj da la uolta e chosi fa di mano 
i mano i modo che cierchera tutto vn fiume. 
E sse alchun sasso mjnore se li opone dinanzi 
laequa chol medesimo ordine lo schalza e ffa 
il simogliante e per questo si uotano i sassi 
per i letti de corenti fiumj. ( T2 )
TI DI 2  is beautifully illustrated, but Leonardo is still confused about material motion 
and form motion. This makes the task of translating a difficult one; I  have chosen to make sure 
that the confusion is preserved as well as possible. As I have strongly expressed more than 
once, scholarly work on passages like this must be done using only the original Italian text and 
drawings. Further study is necessary to assess correctly what Leonardo said here that was free 
from error. I tend to believe that in Tl, we will come to the conclusion, that all was quite 
acceptable, except the notion that the diagonal lines in D12 are currents instead of waves in a 
flow with a Froude number larger than one. T2 D3 is much less difficult to treat in the work 
of analyzing and synthesizing Leonardian fluid mechanics.
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Water
A horse, or a man, or some other animal who 
walks through stagnant water of intermediate 
depth will make the water go up and cover a 
lot of the area over the bottom toward which 
such animal is going.
acqua
vno chavallo ho omo ho altra chosa che 
chamjnj per acqa morta di mezana profondità 
fara essa acqa sormontare e ochupare assai 
del lito doue esso anjmale chol suo chamjno 
si diriza.(Tl )
The reason for this is easy to find, because, if 
you take a step in such a water, you will 
discover that you make a water wave that 
advances toward the place to which the walking 
person is going, and it does not stop but gives 
effect to its desire and takes a lot of the bank. 
The second step generates another wave which 
produces a similar effect, and so does the third, 
and all the steps, each at its time, thus 
marching upon the bank which was formerly 
uncovered and now finds itself covered by the 
water over a long length. Once you get out of 
the water you will see the water rushing back to 
its original state with swift flow.
Questa ragione chiaramente si pruova inpero 
che sse tu faraj jo passo infra essa acqa tu 
troveraj a essa acqa fare vna honda la quale 
si diriza e muove inverso locho doue il 
chamjnante si diriza e non si ferma che da 
effetto al suo desiderio e ochupa alquanto 
della riua il sechondo passo fa vna altr onda 
che fa simjle effetto e chosi il terzo e tuttj i 
sua passi ognjvno per se fa un onda che 
chamjna alla ijuo in modo tale che essa riua 
che prima stava schoperta si trova per molta 
via choperta dal acqa e vsscito che ttu fia 
dessa acqua vederai a cquella chon veloce 
chorso tornare al suo primo sito. ( T2 )
Do an experiment by putting water in the tank 
.f. and wine in .e., and observe the impact 
they make at the intersection .c.d. and what 
part (of each), as they mix, shows in .a. and
.b.
sperimenta a mettere i nel bottino .f. dell 
acqa e in .e. del ujno e nota ine nella 
perchusione da loro fatta i nella 
intersegatione .c.d. che parte e in .a.b. 
della loro mjsstjone. ( T3 )
TI 2  D2 offers some difficulty because it is not clear whether Leonardo was referring 
to water near the shore of a lake or to still water in a canal inside which one would be walking.( 
I  was reminded of the famous observations of James Scott Russell, 1840, about a boat being 
towed along a canal.) In my opinion the situation is the latter and not the former, because only 
if one is in a rather narrow channel would the effect be as strong as described, specially when 
one gets out of the water. This is one o f the many passages that make me think of the great 
difficulty o f translating notes on fluid mechanics, if one does not know this science. Even with 
a long experience in flow science, the task is not easy.
T3 D2 is very easy to understand, especially for one who has already discussed this 
experiment as described in more detail in the Codex Madrid I (Macagno 1982). In any future 
analysis this experiment should be related to those o f impinging jets and nappes ( 
Macagno 1988a,c.)
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Ms C 25V T l; T2,3 Dl; T5 D2; T6 D3; T7 D4
Impact
Ten impacts of one pound each add up to ten 
pounds of impact, but they will not have 
the same impact (effect) as one single impact 
of ten pounds.
cholpo
diecj cholpj dvna libra per cholpo fano 10 
libre di colpo e non farano tanto cholpo quanto 
vn sol cholpo di dieci libre. ( TI ).
The waves of rivers which run counter the 
direction of the wind are higher than the 
others (without wind).
londe de fiumj che choreranno chontro aj 
chorsi de uentj fieno di tanto magiore 
emjnentja cheli altre. ( T2 )
The rivers, which flow against the direction 
of the wind, have greater velocity below than 
above in the proportion that the surface 
water, because of the wind drag, becomes 
slower than before.
J fiumj che sssi moueranno chontra i chorsi de 
uentj fieno di tanto magiore chorso di sotto che 
di sopra quanto la sua superfitie si fa piv tarda 
essendo sosspinta da ventj che prima (T3 )
The reason for this is that, being the rivers of 
uniform depth and width and of equal flow 
below than above, by necessity the 
entrainment that the wind exerts on the 
moving water surface turns the water 
upstream. And those waves, not being able 
to go up enough, finally come down and 
penetrate the others and reach the bottom, 
where they meet the bottom current and join 
it. Because the banks cannot contain this 
increment, it becomes necessary that such 
bottom stream become double, otherwise the 
water would raise higher than the banks of 
such rivers.
La ragion di questo sie che essendo i fiumj 
dequale profondità e llatitudine di pari chorso 
in sul fondo che in superfitie neciessaria chosa 
e che Ila richalcitratione che ffa il uento in 
chontro alla chorente superfitie facia quella 
tornare in dirieto e non bastando a esse onde 
alquanto eleuarsi in alto che al fine chadendo 
entra sotto laltra e vanno al fondo dove 
trovando laltra chorente del fondo 
sachonpagnja chon essa e perche largine non 
ne chapacie di questa mvltiplicatione e 
neciessario che esso fondale chorso si radopi 
se non laequa si uerebe a eleuarsi molto fori 
dell arginj dessi fivmj. ( T4 )
Be .a. the surface of the water, .b. is then 
the water that runs over the surface of the 
bottom.
.a. sie lacqua della superfitie bi viene a essere 
laequa che chorre sulla superfitie del fondo. ( 
T5)
The obstacle placed against the bank at the 
middle of the height of the flowing water will 
do damage at the middleweight ? ) of the 
opposite bank.
la cosa posta nell argine i mezo all alteza della 
corente acqa fia mina dello mezo della oposita 
riva. ( T6 )
The water flowing over a place with variable 
slope (?) widens more where the course is 
less straight.
Quell acqa che chorre per locho di diuerse 
qualità di piano doue men la sstrada ritta li 
lacqua piv sallarga. ( T7 )
Several interesting and far from simple fluvial phenomena are described , not very 
clearly, on this page. The hydrodynamic aspects need further study before a definitive version 
can be offered. For instance, in T4, Leonardo seems to describe waves which would tend to 
go beyond the limiting wave, and that will break. Similar problems in other passages need 
investigation.
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Water bottom.
How a stone placed in a canal can produce 
scouring of the canal bottom.
fondo dacqa
come vn sasso posto in vn chanale po essere 
cagione del guastamente del suo fondo ( TI )
Stones placed on even, plane bottoms of 
flowing rivers will be the cause of fluvial 
nonuniformity and erosion.
la pietra possta in ellj equallj e pianj fondi de 
chorentj fiumj fia chagione de sua 
desegualatione e guastamente ( T2 )
When the thing that attacks from up down 
impacts an object harder than itself, a jump 
immediately follows which will be higher the 
greater the fall was.
Quanto la chosa che runa dalto in baso 
perchotera sopra obietto piv di se dura subito 
si gienera il balzo il quale fia di tanta magiore 
eleuatione quanto fia stata magiore la sua 
declinatìone.( T3 ).
Hence, the bigger the stone placed under the 
surface of flowing rivers, the stronger the 
percussion of the water falling from its top 
onto the bed of the river. This produces deep 
scour holes where that water impacts, and 
after the first impact there will follow many 
rebounds These will be larger but of less 
'potentia ' the farther they are from the 
first, as it is shown in .a.b.c.
Adunque il sasso posto sotto la superfitie de 
corentj fiumj quanto fia di magiore grandeza 
magiore viene a essere la perchusione fatta 
dalla acqua chaduta dalla sua alteza sopra i 
fondi de fiumj e per questo si uiene a gienerare 
magiore chonchauita nel locho da essa acqua 
riperchoso e sseguitera dopo la prima 
perchusione moltj risaltamentj i qualj quanto 
fieno piv lontanj dal primo fieno di magiore 
grandeza e di mjnore potentia come apare in 
.a.b.c. ( T4 )
The jump made by water falling into another 
water will be longer the weaker it is.
Quanto i balzi fatti per le chadute dell acqa infra 
laltra acqa fia piv debole fia di magiore 
lungeza. ( T5 )
The block Ms C 26R T6 D2 deals with the same question as the blocks on this page, but it is 
too long to fit in the remaining space; it can be found in the next page.
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Ms C 26R T6 D2
That jump which will be farther from the 
first both in time and in distance, will still be 
farther in * potentia and will not behave 
like projectiles hitting the ground, which 
have lesser reach ( or range ) of their 
jumps the smaller such jumps are. On the 
contrary, in this case, the water will do the 
opposite. This is so because those last weak 
jumps raising themselves little above the 
surface of the water stream are met by the 
reflections coming from the percussions that 
hit the wavy banks. These reflections are 
congregations of as many lines ( waves ? ) 
as are the surface roughnesses of the 
impacted protuberances of the banks. When 
such lines (or diagonal waves ?) become 
superimposed on the elements of the first 
jumps because they rise quite high, they are 
little affected by such transverse lines (or 
waves? ); the last jumps are so weak that 
they go up just a little and all their parts are 
impacted and pushed longitudinally by the 
percussions of the above mentioned 
transverse lines (or waves ? ) coming from 
the banks. This pushing makes the jumps 
longer,as illustrated above by the wave from 
.ab.c. to .d.e.f.
Quel balzo che ssi troverà piv lontano dal 
primo per tenpo sichome per distantia fa 
nchora p lontano per potentia e non 
osseruera chome Ile baie gitate in tera che 
tanto quate mjnore il suo balzo tanto fia 
mjnore la basa anzi laequa fara in questo 
caso loposito inperoche leuandosi essi vltimj 
deboli balzi pocho fori della superfitie dell 
chorso dell acqua trova venjre chontra di se i 
risaltamentj partiti dalle perchusione da essi 
fatte nelle globulose arginj i quii risaltamentj 
sono chon tanta congregatione di liniamentj 
quante sono le superfitialj partichule dessi 
perchusati globi dell arginj e sopragivgnjendo 
essi linjamentj sopra le partj dell acqa de 
primj balzi perche essi si leuano assai n alto 
pocho sono da essi linjamenti traversi 
impeditj ma li ultimj balzi si levano per la 
loro deboleza si pocho in alto che tutte le sue 
partj per lungeza sono percosse e sosspinte 
delle percussione delle sopradette traverse 
lenje partite dalle arginj e spigrendosi essi 
balzi per questo si fano lunghi come si 
dimostra si sopr fare da .a.b.c. nell onda 
.d.e.f. ( T6 )
The analysis ofT6 D2 offers some challenge, but it is not too difficult if one knows 
hydraulics of open channels enough to figure out what Leonardo was trying to explain; it helps 
still more to be able to use a laboratory flume and place some relatively large obstacle in a flow 
with Froude number large enough to obtain the desired configuration. Of course, there are still 
questions to be studied more carefully, one of which has been indicated by using a question- 
marked alternative to the translation of linjamentj" and ' lenje The study of the 
significance o f this passage must be postponed, because it must be put before in the context 
of many others, some of which are still to be examined.
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Ms C 26R T7,8; T9 D3.
A tree which has grown away from the bank 
of a flowing river, so that it protrudes 
amidst the waves, will cause damage in the 
opposite bank of the river.
vn albero cresscivto fori dell arginj di fiumj 
corenti il quale acrescimento passi infra londe 
sara chagione della mina della oposita riva 
desso fiume ( T7 )
That bank, which has coming out of itself 
the bulk of a tree nourished by it, but 
(coming) against the waves of the swift 
river, will cause damage in the opposite 
bank.
Quell argine che manderà fori di se la 
grosseza della sua notrita pianta contro all 
onde de rapidi fiumj fia chagione della mina 
della oposita riva. ( T8 )
The reason for this effect is that the water 
flowing in the rivers is always undergoing 
reflections from bank to bank, and if 
something grows out of line in one bank, 
many water lines (or waves?) gather there 
and, united, they jump in force to the 
opposite bank, while bending in their way 
other lines (waves ?) that they encounter and 
all together erode and damage (the bank). 
And there new lines (waves ?) are re­
generated, and after reflection, do damage to 
the other bank; thus little by little vortices 
and variable depth are generated. And this is 
the reason why straight rivers become 
meandering and tortuous.
la ragione di questo effetto sie che llacqua 
che chore per li fiumj senpre va risaltando da 
riuva a riva e sse nessuna cosa crescie fori 
dell ordinario i nella sua riva molte linjamenti 
dacqua li si chongregano e vnjta saltano in 
grosso dal oposita riua e torcano cho loro 
dell altre linje che trovan tra via e ginvte nell 
argine li rodano e rvinano e li si rigienera 
nove linje che risaltano e dannjfichano laltra 
riva e chosi di mano i mano si comjncia a 
fare retrosi e varie profondità e quj di riva di 
diritti fiumj farsi serpegianti e retortj (T9)
T9 is beautifully illustrated by D3; in which Leonardo depicted a phenomenon of 
diagonal waves in a flow with a Froude number larger than one. There are several questions 
in need of further study by hydraulicians and fluid-mechanicists, but the general sense seems to 
be quite clear. Correlation with many other texts and drawings in which Leonardo dealt with 
diagonal waves in canals and rivers is necessary.
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Ms 26 V Tl, T2, T3, T4
What is water
Water, among the four elements, is the second less 
heavy and second also in fluidity (? ) Water knows no 
repose until it rejoins its maritime element, where, 
if not disturbed by winds, establishes itself and rests 
with its surface equidistant from the center of the 
world.
che cosa e acqa
Acqua e infra i quatro elementj il sechondo men brieve 
e di sechonda volubilità. Questa non a maj requje 
insino che si chongivgnie all suo maritimo elemento 
doue non esendo molestata dai uentj si stabiliscie e 
riposa chon Ila sua superfitie equjdistante al dentro del 
mondo.( Tl )
Water is the increase ( filling ? ) and humor of all 
the living bodies. Nothing without water retains its 
original shape. Water binds bodies together and fills 
them. Nothing lighter than water can penetrate it 
(sink in it?) without force. When heated, easily goes 
up into the air in the form of tenuous vapor. Cold 
freezes the water, while stagnation spoils it, i.e.,. 
heat sets it into motion, cold freezes it. Stagnation 
spoils it. It catches any odor, color, taste, but does 
not have any of its own.
Questa e llaumento e omore di tutti i vitali chorpi 
Nessuni na chosa sanza lei ritiene di se la prima forma. 
Lei chollega e avmenta i chorpi ad acrescimento . 
Nessuna cosa piv lieve di lei la può sanza violenza 
penetrare. Volontieri si lieua per lo chaldo in sotile 
uapore per laria. Il fredo la chongiela stabilita la 
choronpe cioè il caldo la move il freddo la congiela 
fermeza la coronpe. Piglia ogni odore colore e 
sapore a da se non a njente. ( T2 )
(Water) penetrates all porous bodies. When facing its 
fury, there is no valid human defenses, and if one 
works, it does it only for some time. When (water) 
flows rapidly, it becomes able to carry things heavier 
than itself. With its own motion, or jump, water can 
go up as it went down. As it falls down (?) it 
entrains with itself things lighter than itself. The 
maximum of its flow is sometimes at the free 
surface, sometimes in the middle, and sometimes at 
the bottom. One quantity rides upon the other which 
comes across; if it were not so,the water surface 
would be without protuberances ( or waves ? ). Any 
small obstacle, either at the bank or on the bed, will 
produce damage in the opposite bank or bed. Low 
water is more damaging to the banks than high
water....... No river will ever maintain its course
along a fixed line between its banks........
penetra tutti i porosi chorpi. Al suo furore non uale 
alchuno vmano riparo e si vale non sia permanente. I 
nel suo velece corso si fa sostenjtrice delle chose piv 
di lei grievj. Possi cho moto o balzo eleuarsi in alta 
quante essa chala. Somergie chon seco nel suo mire 
le chose piv di lei lievj. J1 principato del suo chorso fia 
alchuna volta in superfìtie alchuna i mezo e alchuna in 
fondo. Luna quantità sormonta sopra lo intrauersato 
chorso dell altra e sse chosi non fusi le superfìtie dell 
aque chorenti sarebono sanza globj. Ognj pie ho lo 
ostachulo o inn argine o in fondo cagionerra mina nella 
opposita argine o oposito fondo. Lacqua bassa fa piv 
dano alla riva nel suo chorso che non fa quando chore
pieno..........  Nessuno fiume manterrà maj il suo
chorso per u solo locho infra Ile sue arginj...... ( T3 )
The portions of water do not exert weight on those
which are below them........ The upper parts of water
do not exert weight on the lower parts.
Non pesano le sue partj njente alle sotto poste sue
parte...........Le parte sue superiore non danno graveza
alle inferiori. (T4 )
These passages should be studied together with others in which Leonardo was obviously listing topics 
for a book on the science o f flow and transport phenomenal See,eg. Macagno 1986a). I  believe that he was 
much more ambitious than just aiming at a book on hydraulics or engineering hydraulics, as I have already 
indicated in my lectures, reports, and papers (Macagno 1975-85, 1986a, 1988a )
A number o f statements in these passages are somewhat obscure to me and only after further 
analysis o f them in the context o f the rest o f similar passages will it become possible to make improvements. 
Readers and scholars who use this monograph should take this into account.
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Ms C 26V T5 D1
Water and air.
I want to show you in what way water can be 
sustained by air, being one divided and 
separated from the other. Indeed, assuming 
that you are right, I believe that you still 
would not deny the following: let us have a 
bag in the bottom of a well in such a way that 
it touches the walls of the bottom of such 
well and prevents water from going around 
and under. Such a bag, when full of air, 
will exert no less force to go up to the surface 
of the water to join the rest of the air (sphere 
? )than that exerted by the water which wants 
to touch the bottom. And if this bag wants to 
go up, it will push up the water on top of it, 
thus relieving the bottom of the well; hence, 
because of this, such a well could almost do 
without a bottom.
acqa e aria
Io ti uoglio mostrare in che modo laequa 
po essere sostenvta dallaria essendo 
dacquella diujsa e sseperata cierto se ttu aj 
in te ragione i credo che ttu non mmj 
negeraj che essendo vna bag a nel fondo 
dell acqua don poza la qualbaga tochi 
tutti i lati del fondo desso pozo i modo 
che acqa non possi passare sotto lei. 
Questa baga essendo piena daria non fara 
mjnore forza dandare alla superfitie dell 
acqua a ritrovare laltra aria che si facci 
laequa a volere tocchare il fondo del 
pozo. E sse questa baga vole andare in 
alto ella spingiera in alto laequa a llej 
sopra posta eleuando essa acqua in alto 
ella scharica il fondo del pozo onde quasi 
esso pozo a cquesta ragione potrebe stare 
sanza fondo. ( T5 )
The experiment in T5 DI is most probably a "gedanken Experiment". I  have rendered, 
this passage with such a thought in mind. This discussion is related to a number of others in 
which Leonardo struggles with Aristotelian physics; a physics that many of his experiments 
and experimental situations are challenging powerfully. I  have discussed T5 D1 in one of my 
papers ( Macagno 1987c). I quote a comment o f mine from that reference: " La cuestión de la 
fuerza sobre effondo fué realmente diflcil y hasta tortuosa sino torturante para Leonardo", i.e. 
' For Leonardo, the question o f the pressure force on the bottom was really a difficult one, and 
even a tortuous if not a torturing one'.
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Ms C 26V T6; T7 D2; T8
Water and earth
Where and why will the flow of water scour 
the sandy beds of the flowing rivers. 
However, I will first tell about the superficial 
impacts.
acqua et terra
dove e perche il movimento del acqua debe 
chauare la erenea superfitie (de) fondi de 
decorentì fiumj Ma prima diro della superfitiale 
perchussione. ( T6 )
The faster the water flows over the slope of a 
uniform channel, the more powerful the 
percussion it will exert on the obstacles of 
greater import. This is so because all the 
elements outside their natural place desire to 
return to it, and most of all: fire, water, and 
earth. Such a return follows the shortest 
path, and that path will be most straight ( or 
least curved ?); and the more straight the 
path, the greater the impact on its obstacle. 
Hence, because the lines of the angle .e.m.n. 
are more straight (or less curved ) than those 
of the angle .x.f.z, the object placed in the 
vertex of the angle .m. will receive greater 
impact than that in the vertex of .f.
Quanto piv lacqa chorrera per la declinatione 
dequale chanale tanto piv potente la 
perchussione da llej fatta nella sua opositione 
di magiore eficacia perche tutti li elementi fori 
dell loro naturale sito desiderano a esso sito 
ritornare e massime focho acqa et terra. E 
cquanto esso ritornarne fia fatto per linja piv 
brieve tanto fia essa via piv diritta e quanto piv 
diritta via fia magiore la perchussione nella 
sua oppositione. Adunque perche le linje del 
angolo .e.n.m.. sono piv diritte che le linie 
del angolo .x.z.f. magiore fia la perchussione 
che ricievera la cosa posta i nella punta del 
angolo .m. che quella di .f. (T7 )
This same effect is exerted by the wind 
running through streets of uniform width.
Questo medesimo effetto fa il uento che chore 
per le strade dequal largezza.( T8)
By studying both texts and drawings, it becomes very clear that Leonardo is, at the 
moment o f writing this page, still very much in his state o f confusion concerning wave motion 
and material motion. I f  I  would have found that he was already over such misconception, I 
would have rendered these paragraphs differently. I  have emphasized the situation a bit, by 
rendering in some places 'linia' as 'path’ rather than plainly "line". It is very important for 
any reader to know all this, if the reader cannot follow Leonardo’s original words, and must 
rely on a version into another language. In any event, one must study these and many other 
passages ( see, e.g., Ms C 24V, 25V, 26R, CH 19R ) by carefully reading not only the 
words but also the drawings.
In T8, Leonardo draws an analogy which can easily be subject to criticism in our times, 
but must have been quite easy to accept in his times. We can dismiss this analogy by noting 
that one flow has supercritical Froude number, while the other has a low Mach number. In 
addition, in one case there is an interface, and in the other none.
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Ms C 28R T 1,2,3,4
Flow of water
Turbid water produces much more impact on 
an obstacle to its flow than clear water.
Moto dacqa
Lacqa turbida fia di molta magiore 
perchussione nella opositione del suo corso 
che non fia laequa chiara ( TI )
Motion and impact
Among the bodies of uniform motion and 
size, the one with maximum weight will give 
maximum percussion on the object 
obstructing its path; therefore, because the 
turbid water is heavier than the clear water, 
its percussion on the object opposing the 
flow will be greater.
moto e percussione
Infra i chorpi dequal moto e grandeza quello 
che ffia di magiore ponderosità dara di se 
magiore perchussione i nella chosa contraposta 
al suo chorso e perche laequa turba e piv 
grieve che Ila chiara la sua perchusione fia 
magiore i nella cosa oponente al suo chorso 
( T2 )
Flow of water
The body of denser (material ?) and harder 
surface will produce more powerful and 
quick reflection (or rebound) of the objects 
impacting on the body.
moto dacqa
quello chorpo che ffia de piv densa e dura 
superfitie fara chon piv potente e presta 
risaltatione partire da sse le cose sopra se 
reperchossa (T3)
Water falling on gravel mixed with sand and 
earth, will make there greater and faster scour 
hole than when it falls on simple and soft 
silt.
This is so because of the reason given above; 
i.e., by falling on gravel, (the water) is 
deflected with a fast and powerful jump. The 
maximum erosion and transport is made in the 
first obstacle to its jump.
lacq che chadera infra giara mjsta chon sabione 
et tera fara li magiore e piv presta profondità 
per la ragion sopradetta che chadendo in 
senplice et tenera lite perche chadendo sulla 
giara li ripiglia veloce e potente balzo e 
magiore rodimento e lleuamento fa nela 
primo opositione del suo balzo ( T4 )
Leonardo is basically correct in assuming that turbid, sediment-laden water may be 
noticeably heavier than clear water, but one should not think that the difference is as important 
as he seems to suggest, if one wants to evaluate Tl,2,3. T4 is more difficult to discuss, as a 
two-phase flow phenomena ,although it does not seem to me that the rendition into English be 
too dependent on Leonardo being or not entirely correct in his comparison of scour in 
homogeneous versus non-homogeneous granular material. Further study is needed.
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Ms C 28R T5 DI; T6,7 D2; T8 D3
Impact
If èie impact is that of two spherical bodies of 
the same material, weight, size, and speed 
(?), and the contact occurs at right angles, the 
motions away from the place of impact will 
take place with contiguous courses (or paths) 
, and the contact of the bodies will not cease 
until the end of the motion, as shown in 
.a.m.
colpo
se il cholpo fia chausata da 2 chorp sperici 
dequal materia peso grandeza e chorso se il 
lor chontatto fia fatto sopra retto angolo la lor 
dipartentia da locho riperchossosso fia chon 
contingiente corso e non si diujdera il loro 
chontatto infino all ultimo loro chorso come si 
dimostra in .a.m. ( T5 )
Impact
If the two above mentioned impacting 
spherical bodies come together at right 
angles of the lines of their paths, the lines 
through the center to their contact and along 
the reflection, will still be at right angles. 
Right is the angle .K.n.p. and right are the 
two angles formed by the reflection lines 
.b.n. and .x.n.
colpo
se j 2 chorp spericj sopra dettj nel chontatto 
della lor perchussione fia in angolo retto cho 
lie linie del lor chorso la linia che ffia dal 
dentro al lor chontatto e 11a linia della lor 
risatatione ancora infra lora faranno angolo 
retto. Retto e llangolo .K.n.p. e rettj son li 2 
angoli fatti fra Ila linia della ristatione .b.n. e 
.x.n. ( T6 )
Impact
The angle defined by the incidence (line) of 
identical spherical bodies will always be 
equal to that of the reflection (line).
colpo
langolo che ffia chavsato nella perchussione 
dellj equalj corpi sperici e fia senpre equale a 
quella della risaltatione ( T7 )
If .e.f. be a wall, the ball .s. departing from 
.b., after impacting the wall, should bounce 
to .a. and similarly, the ball .t., departing 
from .c. after percussion, with the ball .S. 
will bounce to .d.
se e (?) .f. fussi v muro 1 palla .s. 
partendosi da .b. e perossa in esso mvro 
risalterebe in .a. e ssimilmente la palla .t. 
partirà di x. risalterà in .d. dopo la 
sua riperchussione nella balla .S. ( T8 )
Anybody who would take into account D l, would not render 'corso' into 
"trajectory” in T5, because the drawing indicates, without doubt, that what Leonardo meant 
was speed. The interest o f these passages, for fluid -mechanicists, lies on the constant use , 
by Leonardo, o f the impact o f solid bodies to understand the impact between liquids and 
between granular materials.
To understand T8 one must take into account that Leonardo was really referring to two 
closely related experiments: in one a ball is incident on a wall and it is reflected by it; in the 
other, two identical balls with symmetric courses bounce away from their collision point. There 
are strong suggestions o f analogical thinking in T8 D3, including the idea of incidence and 
reflection o f light on a mirror. Did Leonardo wonder if two beams of light would behave like 
the two balls?, or if two water jets would be more in analogy with them? I strongly feel, that to 
interpret Leonardo's notes on physics, one must have all this vividly in mind, in addition to the 
analysis of each phenomena directly involved.
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Ms C 28 V T 1,2,3 Dl,2,3,4; T6,D6
Of weights
Every weight desires to fall to the center (of 
the world) along the shortest path.
de pesi
Ognj peso desedera chadere al dentro per la 
via piv brieve ( T1 )
Weights
when a falling weight is of regular 
proportions, its longest length will align itself 
along the path of such a weight
pesi
la piv lunga linja che ssi troverà nel chadente 
peso fia quella che ssi dirizera cho la linja del 
chorso desso peso quando fia in se equale ( 
T2 )
Weights
The falling weight of uneven proportions and 
weight ( or mass distribution ? ) will 
align,along its fall path, its heavier part below 
its lighter part.
pesi
il chadente peso di disequale proportione e 
ponderosità dirizera per la linja della sua 
chaduta il rientro della parte piv grieve sotto 
il rientro della piv ljeve ( T3 )
If two waters flowing in two channels of 
equal width and depth, but of different 
length, converge on the same object, the part 
of the water that jumps, after its impact, will 
lean and fall toward the part of the channel of 
less length.
Se due acque chorenti per due chanali 
chequale largeza e profondità et di 
disequale longitudine chonchorendo a vn 
medesimo obbietto la risatatione de la parte 
dessa acqua dopo la sua perchussione 
penderà e chadera sopra la parte celchanale 
di mjnore longitudine. (T6)
Because T4J5 is a very long text, I  have moved to this page the rather short paragraph 
at the end of Ms C 28V.
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Ms C 28 V T4,5 D5
The water flowing in a channel of uniform width and 
depth will be of more powerful impact on the object 
which opposes (the flow) in the middle of the width 
rather than near the banks.
laequa che chorrera per chanale dequale latitudine e 
profondità fia di piv potente perchussione nello 
obietto che si opora nel traverso mezo che vicino 
alle sua arginj (T4)
If you place a piece of wood vertically in .f. the 
water impacting on such an obstacle will raise only a 
little above the water free surface, as appears from the 
experiment .S. But if you place the wood in .a. the 
water will go higher against the side of the obstacle as 
shown in .L The reason is the following: look at the 
two lines (paths? waves? ) .m.a. and .n.a., which 
with the same length and 'potentia' hit the said .a. 
Then look at .r.f. and .x.f. where the two lines 
together produce less length. And if you would tell me 
that the line .x.f. is longer than the line .x.h. and 
hence, according to what you show me in the thirteenth 
(proposition) on motion, about the thing that becomes 
faster the more it moves along its path , it will produce 
a stronger impact on its obstacle, I will not challenge 
the reason you adduce. However, precisely on such 
argument, I will show that an object, in natural or 
violent motion, even if it is in a long and fast path, the 
more its motion is resisted, the more dissipation and 
retardation experiences. Hence, if the path .x.f. runs 
with fury toward the middle of the channel . a. and 
there makes great impact, upon arriving at .f. it has 
met so many intersections of water streams coming, 
indeed reflected, from the opposite bank, that such water 
will have its velocity diminished so much that the 
impact of the path .x.f. will not be more powerful than 
that of .r.f. You can see that all this is true by 
experimenting with an obstacle placed in the water 
stream; then you will see the water going up against the 
upright obstacle, and if the path .x.f. were more 
powerful than the path .r.f. die water, after impact, 
should jump toward the bank near .r., and, not 
jumping more one way than the other, it means that the 
forces of such paths and their percussions are equal to 
each other.
se metteraj jo legno per lo ritte in .f. lacqua 
perchossa in detta opositione risalterà pocho fori 
della superflue acqua come apare nella sperienza .S. 
ma se metteraj detto legno in .a. laequa si leuera 
assaj in alto tocando col suo risaltamento la cosa 
oposta per la sua alteza come si dimostra in .t. E 
Ila ragion sie questa guarda le due linje .m.a.n.a. che 
chon equal distantia e potentia ferischano jn detto .a. 
di poi riguarda .r.f. et x.f. quanto le due linje 
insieme conpongano mjnore lungeza E se ttu mj 
diciessi la linja .x.f. e tanto piv lunga che la linja 
.x.h. che sechondo che mi mostri i nella tredecjma 
propositione de moto che Ila cosa quanto piv si 
move per suo chorso naturale piv si fa veloce e 
magiore fia la sua perchussione nella sua opositione. 
In quanto a questo non si negera la data alegata 
ragione. Ma ben sopra esa si dimostera chella chosa 
che ssi move per naturo o per violentia benchel 
chorso sia lungo e veloce quante piv chontraditione 
sopone al suo chorso piv si stancha e piv si tarda se 
la linja .x.f. corre con fura al mezo del canale .a. e 
lj fa gran perchusione quando essa sara peruenuta in 
f. ara trovato tantj intraversamentj di corsi dacqua 
venente overo risaltata dalla oposita riva che vera 
essa acqua a indebolire tanto il suo chorso che non 
sara piv potente perchussione quella della linja .x.f. 
che laltra di .r.f. e che sia vero fane la pruova 
oponendo qualche chosa al suo chorso vederaj laequa 
risaltare per la linja della lungeza della chosa oposta 
stanto ritta E sse frissi piv potente la linja x.f. che 
la linja .r.f. laequa dopo la perchussione risalterebe 
inverso la riva di j . e non risaltando piv in za che 
in Ila adunque le forze delle linje elle perchussione 
sono infra loro equalj. (T 5 )
T4£ D5 is a very interesting and clever discussion o f open channel flow with supercritical Froude 
number, but in giving a version o f this long text, one must be aware o f misconceptions that spoil Leonardo's 
accomplishment and make the interpretation rather difficult. Leonardo was confused about what we call now 
form motion and material motion. The crucial word here is ' linie' which he represented correctly in D5, 
but interpreted as pathlines o f actual water-flow in the text. To convey this error, I  have resorted to the use of 
" path '" in English ; perhaps "stream" would have being more strikingly demonstrative o f the misconception 
involved.
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